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WHEN COST SAVINGS ARE CRITICAL,
SANITATION IS CRUCIAL,
AND BEING GREEN IS ESSENTIAL~
CHOOSE NORTH WOODS®

THE DAWN OF NEW IDEAS
Some things never change, even after 54 years.
North Woods® is 3 generations strong. We are forever grateful for customers like you, and to our
Lord, for we have been truly blessed. Our philosophy for the last 5 plus decades has been to provide
the absolute best products, service, innovation, and
performance – all at a value you can afford. The new
reality of doing more with less, dictates unprecedented efficiency and productivity. Nobody can go
it alone. That’s where our commitment to you can
make a difference.

A half century brings much change. When we
launched our first biodegradable products, many
people scoffed due to the belief that natural resources were unlimited, and the environment was
incapable of being damaged. We now know how
reckless those positions were. Being green, long before “green” became cool, definitely had us bucking
some serious headwinds.

Today we have the ability to replace harmful and
toxic solvents – with nontoxic, biodegradable, non-

HELP IS ONLY A CALL OR CLICK AWAY!

• Purchase any Product at any Time
• Product Information
• Consultation
• Complete Problem Solving Capabilities
• SDS Information on all Products
• Log Into Your Own Custom Area
• Technical Sheets on all Products
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flammable formulations without any loss in performance and zero damage to our environment. For our
rapidly growing national network of food processors – we can vastly reduce your chemical consumption, sanitize organically without chemicals,
eliminate chlorides and quats from your waste
streams, eliminate hot spots to prevent foodborne
illness, while reducing your maintenance budget.

Improving systems, processes, and cleanliness standards doesn’t have to cost more. It can actually cost
less, it just has to be done differently. Our goal is
not to become your vendor, you have enough of
those. Let us become your partner and a proactive
participant in your facility’s improvement. Thank
you, and may God bless you and your family.
All the best,

Terrence W. Schaller
President

All North Woods® formulations are of the highest quality,
and of exceptional performance.The vast majority of them,
where applicable, are biodegradable and are extremely user
safe. Certainly besting their industry peers. They have to
meet this rigorous criteria to proudly bare our registered
North Woods® name. Many of our products have earned
third party certification for their excellence in keeping our
planet safe.
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OZONE SANITATION

Ozone is a safe, EPA Registered sanitizer, FDA approved food additive,
and is Organic Certified by the USDA. It is unparalleled in antimicrobial
efficacy and positive potential health aspects.

OZONE SANITATION

Our on demand Ozone Systems are the World’s leading natural
sanitation solution. Employee training & certification, proper protocols
& procedures, service reporting, and full system design assistance
guarantee performance and optimize user experience.

Ozone Sanitation
Is Organic, Safer
& More Effective!
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OZONE FOAM CLEANING
North Woods® Ozone equipment replaces hazardous chemistry and sanitizers with a rich ozone foam. By super infusing
ordinary tap water with high concentrations of ozone, normally hard to deal with soils and biofilms are quickly melted
away safely and effectively. Ozonated foam,
the consistency of shaving cream, bombards
these tough deposits with billions of cleaning
bubbles breaking them down on a molecular
level to be easily rinsed away. Stainless steel,
plastic, metal, and even glass are left sparkling
clean and residue free. Even odors are completely eliminated. Due to the powerful oxidizing effect of ozone, 3,000 times stronger
than chlorine, chemical use is greatly reduced. Energy savings are amazing, because
we use cold water for cleaning.
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CLEAN, TREAT,
& SANITIZE
ORGANICALLY

Let Us Help You
Clean And Sanitize
Organically!

Call us For A Demo!

• Approved as food additive
• Extends shelf life
• Improves food quality
• Reduces microorganisms
• Improves drinking water
• Log reduction on ground meat
• Eliminates mold & fungus
• Scientifically proven

LIQUID CHISEL
This concentrated low pH, high foaming
product makes short work of films on
stainless surfaces. Quickly dissolves lime,
scale, milk stone, protein, and biofilms enhancing appearance while eliminating bacteria food source.

BEST
SELLER

HD FOAM CLEANER
Our HD Foam Cleaner excels at breaking
down animal fats, cheeses, grease, dairy by
products, and tough bio films. High foaming, surfactant laden foam, clings to vertical surfaces to remove tough soils.
Unparalleled cleaning is attained when
running it through our foaming equipment.
SMOKEHOUSE CLEANER
Smokehouses can be nasty - not any more!
Our smokehouse cleaner uses a special
powerhouse blend that breaks down tough
baked on grease and carbon deposits! Used
with our Ozone system – soils melt like
butter!

WHEN COST SAVINGS ARE CRITICAL,
SANITATION IS CRUCIAL,
AND BEING GREEN IS ESSENTIAL~
CHOOSE NORTH WOODS®
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OZONE SANITATION

ORGANIC SANITIZING
Our aqueous ozone is EPA Registered as an organic sanitizer.
It sanitizes a clean surface in as little as 10 seconds, and with
no corrosivity associated with chemical sanitizers. You can
even drink the water. It eliminates germs, yeast, mold, mildew,
pathogenic bacteria and odors before returning back to oxygen and water. Due to the lysing effect of ozone upon living
cellular membranes, pathogens cannot develop an immunity
to it.Washing produce with aqueous ozone water eliminates
the microbes that cause
decay, thereby greatly extending the shelf life and
desirability of fruits and
vegetables. It’s extremely
beneficial for watering
golf courses, hop yards,
mushrooms, and other
plant life that is susceptible to fungus damage.
Due to the high level of
oxygenation, plants thrive
with greatly reduced
water consumption.

It’s the Healthy Choice

FOOD PROCESSING AND PREPARATION
ALUMINUM SAFE RACK WASH
This aluminum safe product excels at safely
cleaning smokehouse sticks, pans, and other
aluminum items encrusted with baked on
fats, greases, and oils. Excellent for mechanical washing or soak cleaning, your aluminum
items will be clean and shiny without any
surface degradation. Comes in pails too.

NEW !

BLOSSOM
PINK LOTIONIZED DISHWASH
• Use with SINK STATION in wash compartment of sink.
• Quickly removes baked on food, grease,
and food stains from dishes, equipment,
utensils, pots, and pans.

FOOD PROCESSING

COOL SAN
This E.P.A. Registered, chlorine based, disinfectant/sanitizer excels in food processing
and food service applications. Due to it’s
non-foaming characteristics, it’s ideal for
use in manual or mechanical processes.
Fantastic efficacy.

NEW !

CHLOROFOAM
This high foaming, chlorinated cleaner, powers away tough animal fats, vegetable oils,
and food stuffs. It contains chlorine bleach
to help brighten surfaces such as milk
board and cutting boards. Free rinsing.

CRYSTAL CLEAN
BOIL OUT CLEANER

BEST
SELLER

This mildly alkaline CIP
cleaner excels where other
products fail. No harsh fumes,
chalky white caustic residue,
only sparkling clean surfaces
are left behind. Concentrated,
and highly economical, this
product contains free rinsing
additives leaving surfaces
sparkling clean.
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We Can Offer You:
Consulting
Protocol Development
Written SSOP’s
System Training
ATP Efficacy Verification
Software Training
Monitoring and Reporting
24/7 Assistance

HIGHLIGHT STAINLESS STEEL
CLEANER & POLISH
Lemon scented deep cleaning foam that creates a deep lustrous shine that prolongs the
life of the surface.

ICY CLEAN
Rapid penetrating formula deep cleans heavily soiled freezers quickly and effectively
down to –450F. Can be used with mop and
bucket, or in an auto scrubber. It’s nonflammable, alcohol free, low odor, and can be diluted for greater economy.
LIFT OFF
FOAMING OVEN CLEANER
A ready-to-use foam that clings to vertical
surfaces, hot or cold, removes the most
stubborn grease & carbon deposits from
cooking & baking.Three times faster & more
efficient than leading aerosols.
LIQUID CHISEL
This high foaming, low pH, cleaner foams
away milk stone, lime, scale, and mineral
deposits without scrubbing. Makes stainless shine like new! Liquid Chisel excels at
cleaning stainless steel equipment. Can be
used manually or through foaming equipment for rapid soil removal and free rinsing.
MINERAL SHOCK
This low pH, nonfoaming, CIP cleaner is fantastic at removing starches, oils, proteins,
and sugars. Quickly cuts through tough soils,
minerals, and alkaline ice - and leaves no
residue behind. Stainless surfaces sparkle
like new.

NU-SHINE STAINLESS POLISH
Oil based stainless steel polish that revitalizes
and protects. Can also be used on aluminum,
painted metal–wherever a high gloss is required.
HD FOAM CLEANER
Our HD Foam Cleaner excels at breaking
down animal fats, cheeses, grease, dairy by
products, and tough bio films. High foaming,
surfactant laden foam, clings to vertical surfaces to remove tough soils. Unparalleled
cleaning is attained when running it through
our foaming equipment.

This ready to spray EPA
registered sanitizer is effective against Salmonella, Ecoli, Listeria and much
more. Plus, it’s safe for all
food contact surfaces! Sanitizes without the guess
work!

BEST
SELLER

PASSIVATION ACID
All stainless steel should be rejuvenated on
a regular basis. It removes mild scratches,
closes pores, and restores ease of cleaning.
Our mild, special blend of acids will make
your stainless look like new again.
POWER FOAM
Super concentrated food process cleaner
works as well on vegetable based soils as it
does on animal fats. High foaming, and extremely economical. Biodegradable, noncorrosive, and aluminum safe.
SAN-I-CIDE –
60 SECOND SANITIZER
An E.P.A. registered sanitizer for glassware or
hand dishwashing. Excellent for kitchens and
kitchen utensils.Very effective in meat rooms,
nursing homes, etc., for killing bacteria. High
dilution rate.

SMOKEHOUSE CLEANER
Smokehouses can be nasty – not any more!
Our smokehouse cleaner uses a special
powerhouse blend that breaks down tough
baked on grease and carbon deposits! Used
with our Ozone system - soils melt like butter!
TRAFFIC LANE
Designed to increase traction and help prevent slip falls in moist food processing areas,
Traffic Lane’s unique blend of quaternary
ammonium, surfactant, and prilled urea is
safe to use in all food processing plants.
USA CHOICE
This HD meatroom degreaser produces a
thick foam that quickly penetrates and emulsifies grease, animal fats, blood, and oils associated with meat and food processing
operations. Excels manually or through foam
equipment. A-1 rated cleaner rinses freely.
ULTRAGREEN
FREE N CLEAR DISH

Ultragreen Free n Clear is a high sudsing, long
lasting, super concentrated hand dishwashing liquid made completely from all natural ingredients.
There are no artificial colors/dyes, fillers, or perfumes; only the finest natural cleaning agents derived from plant based surfactants.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:

Brushes & Squeegees
E2 Sanitizing Hand Soap
Foaming Application Equipment
Nitrile & Vinyl Gloves
Wipers & Dispensers
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FOOD PROCESSING

SANI SPRAY

SLICK SILICONE RELEASE
& PROTECTOR
U.S.D.A. authorized and heat stable to 450
degrees. Great protective silicone coating.
Used by many food handlers on equipment,
ovens, cooking vessels, cutting blades, paper
sorters, folders, packaging equipment, etc.

FOOD SERVICE, RESTAURANTS, SUPER MARKETS

FOOD SERVICE, RESTAURANTS, SUPER MARKETS

ALIVE LIQUID BACTERIA
Is a revolutionary, non-toxic, non-acid, noncaustic, biological drain treatment. It’s 110 billion bacterial colonies per quart go to work
fast to breakup and digest organic waste found
in drain lines, while simultaneously destroying
any malodors.
BARE BONES FLOOR STRIPPER
This very aggressive, fast liquefying, floor
stripper easily removes old seal and finishes
even without a floor scrubber. Requires no
rinsing when used according to instructions.
Has fantastic power and removes floor finish
buildup.
BLOSSOM
PINK LOTIONIZED DISHWASH
• Use with SINK STATION in wash compartment of sink.
• Quickly removes baked on food, grease,
and food stains from dishes, equipment,
utensils, pots, and pans.
BLUE OX
A pleasantly scented, deep cleaning concentrate cleaner that claims the best on the
market today. SPACE AGE cleaning at only
5¢ per gallon cost in dilution. Can be used
on any surface not harmed by water.

BUZZ SAW CITRUS

CLEANER/DEGREASER
BEST
SELLER
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BRILLIANCE FILM REMOVER
Ready-to-use formulation that removes
glass oxidation, grease, hair spray, nicotine
film and hydroscopic pollutants. Leaves all
glass and mirrored surfaces brilliant.
FIRE BALL
FOAM DEGREASER
Natural citrus solvent that sprays out as a
foam for economy, and works like no product on the market. Excellent grease remover and can be used on any surface not
harmed by water.Also stocked in 30 and 55
gallon drums.
GREASE GOBBLER
Grease Gobbler deep cleans floors with microbial digestive action. Ultra low cost in
use! Self-proportioning Aqua Pack. No
waste, no mess, no fuss!
GREASE OFF GRILL CLEANER
A truly fast remover of grease and baked on
carbons for grills, ovens and french fryers.
Cleans deep and thoroughly to keep your
equipment like new.
HIGHLIGHT STAINLESS STEEL
CLEANER & POLISH
Lemon scented deep cleaning foam that creates a deep lustrous shine that prolongs the
life of the surface.

Effective cleaning in industrial areas with no
butyl cellosolve. Fortified with “Natural Citrus Solvents”. Rapid emulsification of the
toughest soils provides easy, fast removal of
grease, oil, and grime.Versatile, great for hand
operations, automatic scrubbers and pressure washers. Nonflammable, non-butyl,
biodegradable.
Also available in 1 gallon, 30 gallon and 55 gallon. drums.

FOODBORNE ILLNESS
–An American Epidemic

INFINITE SOLAR GLOSS
SOLAR ACTIVE FLOOR FINISH
Infinite Solar Gloss is an excellent foundation
for the Solar System Floor Care Line. It has
terrific gloss, is black mark resistant, recoats
easily, dries fast between coats, and is simply
the marvel of 21st century new floor care
coatings. Fantastic gloss!
LIFT OFF
FOAMING OVEN CLEANER
A ready-to-use foam that clings to vertical
surfaces, hot or cold & removes the most
stubborn grease & carbon deposits from
cooking & baking.Three times faster & more
efficient than leading aerosols.
NU-SHINE STAINLESS POLISH
Oil based stainless steel polish that revitalizes
and protects. Can also be used on aluminum,
painted metal–wherever a high gloss is required.
SAN-I-CIDE –
60 SECOND SANITIZER
An E.P.A. registered sanitizer for glassware or
hand dishwashing. Excellent for kitchens and
kitchen utensils.Very effective in meat rooms,
nursing homes, etc., for killing bacteria. High
dilution rate.

SANI SPRAY
This ready to spray EPA registered sanitizer
is effective against Salmonella, E-coli, Listeria
and much more. Plus, it’s safe for all food
contact surfaces! Sanitizes without the guess
work!
ULTRAGREEN
FREE N CLEAR DISH
Ultragreen Free n Clear is a high sudsing,
long lasting, super concentrated hand dishwashing liquid made completely from all natural ingredients. There are no artificial
colors/dyes, fillers, or perfumes; only the
finest natural cleaning agents derived from
plant based surfactants.
USA CHOICE
This HD meatroom degreaser produces a
thick foam that quickly penetrates and emulsifies grease, animal fats, blood, and oils associated with meat and food processing
operations. Excels manually or through foam
equipment. A-1 rated cleaner rinses freely.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:

Derma Foam Hand Cleaner
Dilution Control
Grease Cutter Mops
Liners
Nitrile & Vinyl Gloves
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FOOD SERVICE, RESTAURANTS, SUPER MARKETS

1 in 6 will get ill, 128,000 hospitalized, 3,000 will die
this year due to food related illness. The economic and
moral impact is devastating... we CAN help!

SOLVENT REPLACEMENT
Nontoxic, Biodegradable, Nonflammable, Environmentally Safe,
Replace Hazardous Cleaners

SOLVENT FREE
CLEANING

MECHANICAL WASHING PRODUCTS

AQUA BLAST

SOLVENT REPLACEMENT

Aqua Blast is the ultra-safe solution of
choice for maintenance and production
cleaning of industrial, automotive, and aircraft components. Biodegradable, nontoxic,
nonflammable.

SEEING IS
BELIEVING!

FOAMEX
FOAM REDUCING
ADDITIVE

Designed for eliminating foam in aqueous
washing situations. Will not affect painting or coating that may be done afterward.
Page 10

AQUA BLAST II

Highly concentrated aqueous formulation
designed for use in heavy soil situations in
cabinet and conveyor type spray washers.
Excels where other products fail, is safe to
use, and biodegradable.

AQUA SPORT

Ready to use solvent replacement that quickly
dissolves, bugs, grease,
oil, and even black
streaks on RV’s, Semi’s,
buses, cars, boats, and
other recreational vehicles. Excellent for all
plastic and mold cleaning
as well, plus is nontoxic
and nonflammable.

AQUA KLEEN

AQUA SUPREME

BEST
SELLER

Revolutionary solvent free grease, ink, and
adhesive remover. Cleans like a solvent, yet
is water based. Clean ink, other organic soils
& grease. Nontoxic, biodegradable & nonflammable.

SEEING IS
BELIEVING!

Aqua Kleen Applicator–
Just Fill, Pump, and Foam
Soil away!

SOLVENT REPLACEMENT

This revolutionary parts
washing formulation cleans
like a solvent, yet is
biodegradable and nontoxic.
Its user friendly pH, great
performance, fantastic economy, and pleasant fragrance –
makes it the ideal mineral
spirits replacement. Unbelievable product! Nonflammable,
no VOC’s, and nonhazardous.

REMOVES THICK, BUILT-UP
INK, ADHESIVES, LACQUER AND
OTHER TOUGH DEPOSITS
SAFELY, WITHOUT HAZARDOUS
SOLVENTS!

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:
Aerospace Wipers
Foamers
Microfiber Pads
Parts Washers
Ultrasonic Tanks
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DISINFECTANTS
D-GERM
HAND SANITIZING GEL
Instant waterless hand sanitizing gel fortified
with moisturizing Aloe,Vitamin E, and dimethicone to soften skin while killing 99.99% of
germs and bacteria. This fantastic product is
available in 4 oz., 18 oz. pump bottles, and dispenser cartridges too!

EW !
ACTIVATE BLEACH N
This two part system combines two separate canisters into one unique spray vessel.
Chlorine and water mix flawlessly creating
a product that is highly efficacious, even
against c-diff, yet is simple to use. No manual
dilution or handling necessary.

GERMICIDE FOAMING
DISINFECTANT CLEANER
Thick cleaning foam actually lifts dirt &
germs from surfaces & leaves the surface
clean, bacteria free & kills mold & mildew.
E.P.A. & U.S.D.A. registered. Great fragrance.

!
ALPET E3 PLUS NEW
This alcohol based sanitizing system is used
by food processors all across the country.
Quick kill times and fast drying are its hallmarks.

HEPA KILL
A new, exciting, high powered disinfectant
cleaner that utilizes the latest developments
in “quat” technology. Its highly effective formula kills Hepatitis B, HIV-1 virus, H1N1, as
well as a broad spectrum of gram positive
and gram negative organisms.Totally acceptable for all Bloodborne Pathogen Programs.
Clean never smelled so good!

DISINFECTANTS

BLUE SPRUCE BOWL CLEANER
Designed for daily cleaning, this 9% HCL formulation quickly removes light buildups of
rust, lime, scale, stains, hard water deposits and
uric acid salts. Pleasant to use because of the
lower acid level Cleans, descales, deodorizes
in one easy step. Eliminates odor and disease
BEST
SELLER causing bacteria. Pleasant fragrance remains
after each use. Inhibited to protect all fixtures
too!

MEGA QUAT
Finally a “quat” product that is effective
against Tuberculosis & H1N1! Its pleasant
fragranced formula is effective against HIV1 (AIDS), HBV, Staph, Norovirus, Salmonella,
Pseudomonas, Canine Parvovirus, E-coli
157:H7, MRSA & more! This latest breakthrough in disinfectant technology combines the kill of much harsher disinfectants
with the user friendly benefits of “quats”.
Best of both worlds!

COIL CLEAN
This high power coil cleaner does what no
other coil cleaner can. Its rinse free formula
flushes away grease, oxidation and pollutants
all while going one step further. It cleans, disinfects, and deodorizes!

COOL SAN
This E.P.A. Registered, chlorine based, disinfectant/sanitizer excels in food processing
and food service applications. Due to it’s
non-foaming characteristics, it’s ideal for
use in manual or mechanical processes.
Fantastic efficacy.

MEGA WIPES CLEANER/
DISINFECTANT WIPES
This streak free disinfecting wipe is tailored
for antibacterial cleaning of virtually any
hard surface. Pre-moistened with a bleachfree, alcohol free and non-staining formula,
these wipes are effective against H1N1,
VISA, CA MRSA, MRSA, VRE, HIV-1 and
many other forms of bacteria.

NEW !
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PARVO KILL
This 5th generation quat boasts some of the
highest efficacy in a neutral pH quat disinfectant we’ve ever seen. Extremely cost effective at 1/2 oz per gallon, and excels on
tough pathogens – even in the animal world
where many pathogens are showing signs of
disinfectant resistance. Kills parvo at 2
oz./gallon.

SAN-I-CIDE –
60 SECOND SANITIZER
An E.P.A. registered sanitizer for glassware
or hand dishwashing. Excellent for kitchens
and kitchen utensils. Very effective in meat
rooms, nursing homes, etc., for killing bacteria. High dilution rate.

SANI SPRAY
This ready to spray EPA registered sanitizer
is effective against Salmonella, E-coli, Listeria
and much more. Plus, it’s safe for all food
contact surfaces! Sanitizes without the guess
work!

HQD NEUTRAL
DISINFECTANT

BEST
SELLER

SHOWER FOAM
DISINFECTANT & CLEANER
Penetrates & removes stubborn body oils,
filth & hard water deposits on showers, bath
tubs, sinks, fiberglass stalls & drinking fountains. Great for tile and grout too! Also available in 30 and 55 gallon drums.
SUNBATH NON-ACID CLEANER
Immediately cleans and disinfects any inanimate surface and kills Herpes Simplex I & II
and the HIV (aids) virus. Terrific fragrance
lasts for hours. Thickened formula goes
twice as far. E.P.A. registered disinfectant.
SUN DROP DISINFECTANT
Refreshing effervescent fragrance immediately removes unpleasant odors, and quickly
kills bacteria and virus. Excellent for floors
because of neutral pH performance. MRSA
effective too.

TABLE TOP
DISINFECTANT CLEANER
A ready-to-use formulation for disinfecting
table tops, bar and seat surfaces for restaurants, lunchrooms, etc. Just spray and wipe,
surfaces left germ free. No mixing required.

TB PLUS SPRAY
Tuberculocidal, fungicidal, bactericidal,
staphylocidal, pseudomonacidal and viricidal.
Used to terminate airborne or surface
germs. Excellent for hospitals, nursing
homes, schools, clinics, etc., anywhere you
want a product that’s extremely efficacious,
and smells great.
ZONE DEFENSE
Zone Defense can play a crucial role in
helping facilities control and eliminate
deadly viruses. It’s an excellent total release
disinfectant, antimicrobial agent and twoway deodorizer.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:
Absorbents
Derma Foam Skin Care
Dilution Control
Liners
Microfiber Flat Mop Systems
Nitrile & Vinyl Gloves
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DISINFECTANTS

The latest dual chain Quat
Disinfectant formula that not
only kills pathogenic bacteria,
but is a fantastic cleaner. This
virucidal product is effective
against H1N1, HIV-1, MRSA,
HBV, HCV, Kennel Cough,
mold, mildew, fungus and
much more! 12 month diluted spray bottle shelf life
too!

SUN FRESH
DISINFECTANT SPRAY
This powerful air and surface disinfectant
spray kills germs and malodors. Effective
against a wide variety of microorganisms.
Pleasant citrus bouquet fragrance. E.P.A. registered.

FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS
FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS – HARD SURFACES

BARE BONES FLOOR STRIPPER
This very aggressive, fast liquefying, floor stripper
easily removes old seal and finishes even without
a floor scrubber. Requires no rinsing when used
according to instructions. Has fantastic power
and removes floor finish buildup.

BEDROCK FLOOR SEALER
This Water Based Concrete & Terrazzo Floor
Sealer is a Revolutionary Combination of Urethane, plus three Polymers making it an exceptionally durable and abrasion resistant floor
treatment.This sealer can be effortlessly applied
with a rayon or cotton mop on old or new concrete, quarry tile, terrazzo, slate and marble.

FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS

EVER GREEN™ FLOOR FINISH
This products off the mop gloss, leveling ability,
ease of use, simple maintenance, and ultimate
black mark resistance–rivals that of any “nongreen” finish available today! Fantastic product!

EVER GREEN™ STRIPPER
This low odor, pleasantly scented, no-rinse formula is easy to work with and is perfect for use
in all types of facilities. It effectively removes all
types of floor finish and sealers, on all types of
floors–even from rubber flooring!

EXTREME BLUE-55
This concentrated blue cleaner excels as a true
multi-surface cleaner. Removes salts, alkaline
residues, and other finished floor dulling deposits
quickly and efficiently. Biodegradable and highly
economical.

HAMMER BASEBOARD CLEANER
Viscous gell that clings to vertical surfaces to remove heavy buildups of wax and dirt. Fantastic
cleaner & time saver. Rinse free.

I-MOP SOLUTIONS-All Around
This self measuring product was designed to especially harness the unique cleaning ability of
your iMop, yet excels when used with a scrubber
or mop and bucket. All Around use completely
explains where to use this formula.

I-MOP SOLUTIONS-Degrease
This self measuring product was designed to especially harness the unique cleaning ability of
your iMop, yet excels when used with a scrubber
or mop and bucket. Degrease completely explains the power this formula harnesses.
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INFINITE SOLAR GLOSS
SOLAR ACTIVE FLOOR FINISH
Infinite Solar Gloss is an excellent foundation for
the Solar System Floor Care Line. It has terrific
gloss, is black mark resistant, recoats easily, dries
fast between coats, and is simply the marvel of 21st
century new floor care coatings. Fantastic gloss!

POWER SCRUB
Power Scrubs great fragranced, proprietary, low
foaming formulation quickly deep cleans floors
removing the very finest layer of finish, dirt, impurities, and floor finish destroying particles. It
conditions and prepares the remaining finish surface to accept the new layer of finish. NORTH
WOODS® FINISH!

SOLAR BURST
SOLAR ACTIVE HIGH SPEED
FLOOR RECONDITIONER
Solar Burst cleans & reconditions your Solar
Gloss floor quickly and completely. It repairs
scuffs, scratches and imperfections, and with
ultra high speed equipment makes the floor
shine better than when first finished. Coverage
up to 20,000 sq. ft. per gallon.

BLUE OX ODOR

COUNTERACTANT CLEANER

A pleasantly scented, deep
cleaning concentrate cleaner
that claims the best on the
market today. SPACE AGE
cleaning at only 5¢ per gallon
cost in dilution. Can be used
on any surface not harmed by
water.

Mere Drops
Will Clean
Your Floor!

BEST
SELLER

THE BEST–MOST REASONABLE
ODOR COUNTERACTANT CLEANER
TODAY!
DILUTION: 1/2 oz. per gallon of water
ONLY 5¢ PER GALLON IN USE DILUTION!

SOLAR DIAMOND
SOLAR ACTIVE FLOOR FINISH
Revolutionary glowing white color lets you know
where you’ve applied it! Yet turns crystal clear –
when dry! This product gets its name from the
hardest surface on earth – diamonds. It yields unbelievable gloss with diamond like durability! 2
to 3 coats equal 5 to 6 coats of normal finish.
SOLAR SHINE
SOLAR ACTIVE LOW SPEED
FLOOR MAINTAINER
Solar Shine is a thermoplastic spray buff that
brings back the floor finish with low speed equipment and a buffing pad. Easily removes scratches,
scuffs and minor abrasions. Stops powdering and
never creates any buildup. Creates high gloss!

BLOTTER
Blotter removes greasy, oily carpet and upholstery spots immediately! Just spray into spot,
allow to work for a few seconds, and blot out.
Greasy, oily spots are removed right before your
eyes.

CARPET GLOSS
Extraction Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
A highly concentrated shampoo containing special polymeric soil barriers that provide lasting
protection against resoiling. With built-in deodorizers and optical brighteners that leave the
carpet fresh and bright with that “like new” appearance. A 1/2 ounce per gallon dilution.
FIBER FRESH
This is a powerful, dry spray foam that penetrates, cleans, deodorizes, and digests organic deposits and dirt trapped in carpets and upholstery.
Simply spray foam onto intended surface, allow
foam to “break,” and wipe with a towel. Finally,
carpet and upholstery cleaning made easy!
FREEZE UP GUM REMOVER
Freezing type spray that allows for gum and
candy to be easily lifted from surface. Real timesaver.
PET MASTER STAIN
This bioenzymatic foam penetrates deep into
carpet fibers and upholstery digesting animal
fecal matter, vomit, and urine. It eliminates odors
and stains so animals discontinue territory marking. Absolutely a must have product for pet
lovers.

PRODUCTS + TRAINING +
HI TECH = BEAUTIFUL FLOORS!

TITANIUM ULTRA DURABLE
FLOOR FINISH
Every once in awhile, something truly unique
comes along. This is certainly the case with our
latest innovation in floor finish. Titanium is the
ultimate in high gloss, extreme durability, extra
long wear, and ultra low maintenance.This makes
it the ideal choice for facilities who want great
looking floors–but don’t have the time to get
them through traditional means. With a name
like Titanium–you know it has to be good!
SPOT GONE RUG & UPHOLSTERY
A quality ready-to-use product that immediately
attacks water & oil spots on all carpets & upholstery. Spray on, agitate & wipe off all soils.
SPOT MASTER SYSTEM

Spot Eliminator System
It’s fast & effective with a fully adjustable Spot Master
Brush -there’s no more getting down on bended knee.
No blotting required under normal circumstances!

TRAFFIC MASTER
Carpet Cleaning System
• Breaks up and floats away grease, dirt,
food stains, and other soil – while actively
preventing resoiling!
• Use extraction, rotary, or bonnet
cleaning, even works great as a prespray

MOLECULE PLUS 24
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
The best smell is no smell. This completely
dry crystalline formula uses the Japanese
principle of air basking eliminating malodors
from carpets and matting, while leaving the
area scent free. No cornstarch or baking
soda that causes fabric damage.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:
Doodlebugs
Floor Pads
Microfiber Flat Mop Finish Systems
Wet Mops, Buckets, Wringers
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FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS

FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS – CARPETED AREAS

From Start To Finish–
We’ll Show You How

DEGREASERS
AQUA FORCE
The ULTIMATE product for automatic scrubbers! Fantastic in Automatic Scrubber or used
manually, quickly takes off grease, oil, carbon,
tough soil, and removes black tire marks.

AQUA KLEEN
This revolutionary parts washing formulation
cleans like a solvent, yet is biodegradable and
nontoxic. Its user friendly pH, great performance,
fantastic economy, and pleasant fragrance –
makes it the ideal mineral spirits replacement.
Unbelievable product! Nonflammable, no VOC’s,
and nonhazardous.
BIG BITE DEGREASER
This is a high power, citrus fortified foam cleaner.
Designed especially for hard to remove grease
and soil unaffected by other cleaners. Its clinging
foam permits long lasting contact with all surfaces.

DEGREASERS

BIG GREEN GC
Big Green GC is North Woods® latest breakthrough in environmentally safe, extreme concentration, detergent compression technology.
Its biodegradable, earth safe chemistry allows for
fantastic cleaning results. DFE certified.

BIG GREEN SC
Big Green SC’s extreme concentrations yield
unheard of cleaning savings. You won’t believe
the results, the space savings, and the economy!
Big Green is certified by the EPA’s DFE Program. It contains only the finest readily
biodegradable ingredients to make surfaces
look their absolute best.

BRUTE FORCE “13” DEGREASER
Truly the most aggressive butyl cleaner on the
market - twice the power of any competition.
Degreases engines, concrete floors, machinery at
a dilution of 2 oz. per gallon. Highly concentrated
for economy.

DRIVE THRU GREASE &
OIL SPOT REMOVER
Removes the unsightly mess of oil and grease deposits from concrete drive thru areas.
Biodegradable, and dilutes for economy. Use with
the deluxe Drive Thru sprayer.

ELECTRO KLEEN
SAFETY SOLVENT
A 32,000 dielectric volt safety solvent that dries
in seconds. Removes deep seated grease & gunk
from motors, compressors & machinery while
still operating. A handy product used by millions.
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FAST BRAKE HIGH PERFORMANCE
BRAKE CLEANER
Is noncarcinogenic, contains no ozone depleting
substances, no harmful CFC's, no chlorinated
solvents, and features a low VOC formula. This
quick acting solvent cuts through soil FAST
AND IS RESIDUE FREE!

FORMULA ONE LEMON (PART A & B)
HIGH VOLUME SYSTEM
HEAVY-DUTY
SUPER CONCENTRATE
Designed for the toughest jobs, instantly dissolves greasy and oily spills!
• Don’t buy our water, use yours!
• Super economical
• Rapid emulsification of the toughest soils
• No SARA 313 Ingredients
• Non-flammable and Non-butyl
BEST
• Biodegradable

GREASE GOBBLER
Grease Gobbler deep cleans floors with microbial
digestive action. Ultra low cost in use! Self-proportioning Aqua Pack. No waste, no mess, no
fuss! No slips or falls, unparalleled economy and
portion control.
SELLER

GREEN HORNET
HEAVY-DUTY
EMULSION DEGREASER
Positive emulsion cleaner spontaneously liquifies
greasy soil for fantastic cleaning. Balanced builder
blend with sustained, buffered alkalinity for excellent rinseability. Cleans large amounts of oil from
floors and removes stubborn tire marks.Very Concentrated for unparalleled economy, low foaming
and biodegradable. Built-in flash corrosion inhibitor.
No solvents, phosphates or SARA 313 chemicals
and has a USDA rating - A-1

GRIZZLY BEAR BUTYL DEGREASER
A truly versatile cleaner degreaser dilutable
down to 60 to 1. Removes grease and industrial
soils like never before. Can also be used in a
pressure washer.

FIRE BALL

FOAM DEGREASER

Natural citrus solvent that
sprays out as a foam for
economy, and works like no
product on the market. Excellent grease remover and
can be used on any surface
not harmed by water. Also
stocked in 30 and 55 gallon
drums.

BEST
SELLER

HOT STUFF
High powered crystalline floor cleaner designed
to power away tough soils. Changes color when
introduced to soil and water indicating its powerful formula has gone to work. Highly effective
and imparts fresh fragrance to area.

I-MOP SOLUTIONS-Degrease
This self measuring product was designed to especially harness the unique cleaning ability of
your iMop, yet excels when used with a scrubber
or mop and bucket. Degrease completely explains the power this formula harnesses.

LIGHTNING PLUS II
ELECTRIC PARTS & CONTACT
CLEANER
High purity safety solvent in a can, safe on plastics
& circuit boards with a 30,000 dielectric volt safety
strength. Quickly removes all soil, grease, residues
from parts, motors, etc. Contains no CFC's.

NATURES BLEND
NATURAL SOLVENT DEGREASER
Use it to safely clean greases, tar, adhesives, and
other grime from machines, tools, garbage cans,
engines, and other equipment. NO HARMFUL
materials and is safe and earth friendly.
NATURES WAY II
A truly unique, odor counteracting solvent - that features controlled evaporation and the unusual ability
to float on top of stagnant water sealing in any malodors. It excels at cleaning the side walls and pumps
in lift stations, while simultaneously keeping floats free
of grease and solids to ensure peak performance. High
flash point, does not weaken with water, and even has
a dielectric strength.

POWER DOWN
This is a breakthrough in environmentally safe
contact and circuit board cleaners. Its fast drying,
non-residue formula contains no chlorinated solvents, no CFC's or HCFC's, and has a 25,000 volt
dielectric strength!
R.P.M.
WATER RINSEABLE DEGREASER
True solvent action with added detergents! Nonfilming formula with added emulsifiers, completely rinseable. A unique blend of “Natural
Citrus Solvent” and detergents, retains the cleaning properties of both water and solvent systems. Deodorizes as it cleans. Quickly destroys
objectionable odors normally associated with
greasy, oily soil. Quick and easy removal of cosmoline, tar, heavy grease, dirt and oil. Will not
harm rubber hoses, plastic wire, coatings or
painted surfaces. High 140˚ flash.

CLEANER/DEGREASER

Effective cleaning in industrial
areas with no butyl cellosolve.
Fortified with “Natural Citrus
Solvents”. Rapid emulsification of
the toughest soils provides easy,
fast removal of grease, oil, and
grime. Versatile, great for hand
operations, automatic scrubbers BEST
and pressure washers. Nonflam- SELLER
mable, non-butyl, biodegradable.
SAN FOAM SPRAY CLEANER
A superb cleaning product that sprays out as a
foam, clings to vertical surfaces. Tough soils are
simply wiped away. Works great in restrooms
and factories alike.

SHEER FORCE
Sheer Force is an ultra-powerful foam spray that
blasts away tough soils and grease off virtually
any surface. Simply rinse with water, leaves no
residue, and is biodegradable.

SPARKLING GREEN
Sparkling Green outperforms hazardous spray
cleaners, yet does it safely and gently, without
the harmful side effects of ingredients typically
used in industrial strength cleaners. Cleans
tough soil, and grease - yet leaves no film or
residue. Great natural fragrance too.

TRAPPER
CITRUS SOLVENT CONCENTRATE
All natural degreaser, deodorizer extracted from
the peel of oranges! Fast emulsification and penetration for easier soil removal. A true labor
saving product – no more waiting for chemical
activity. This product works on contact. Concentrated “Natural Citrus Solvent” for removing
adhesives, tar, decals and heavy grease. Excellent
for problem drains, deodorizes too! Non-corrosive, non-fuming, bio-degradable, contains no
harsh caustics or acids.
ZAP POWER CLEANER
Pleasantly scented ready-to-use product packed
with “clean power.” Makes removing the toughest of stains a breeze. Simply spray on and wipe
off, no rinsing needed.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:
Dilution Equipment
Double Bucket System
Foaming Sprayers
Grease Cutter Mops
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DEGREASERS

MOLD CLEANER
Fast drying, extremely effective product for
cleaning difficult to clean hot or cold plastic injection molds. Nonflammable, nonstreak, and
leaves no residue.

BUZZ SAW CITRUS

ODOR CONTROL AND AIR FRESHENER
MAUI MAGIC NE
Refreshing gel deodorizer made with
botanical fragrances. Gel evaporates
slowly over the course of 4-5 days imparting a pleasant fragrance the entire
time. Long lasting odor control.
W!

DUMPSTER BREATH–
NOW WITH CITRONELLA
Scientifically designed to counteract and
absorb malodors.Tiny carbonized pellets
act like charcoal filters. Ultra-effective
odor counteractant instantly vaporizes
any malodor.
DUMPSTER CLEAN
Super concentrated foam loaded with
biodegradable surfactants and bio-active
cultures. Ideal for cleaning and odor control
on docks, dumpsters, trash bins and chutes.

ODOR CONTROL AND AIR FRESHENER

BEST
SELLER

EARTH ESSENCE ODOR
ELIMINATION SYSTEM
Earth Essence is our latest eco safe
product. Its super concentrated formula
eliminates odors leaving a naturally fresh
fragrance behind for less than a penny a
spray. It’s a metered, proven money saver,
that makes aerosols a thing of the past!
Biodegradable, no VOC’s, naturally fragranced, and safe on all surfaces not
harmed by water.

AEROFeaturing
FRESHThe Best Of

BEST
SELLER
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MOLECULE PLUS 24
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
The best smell is no smell. This completely dry crystalline formula uses the
Japanese principle of air basking eliminating malodors from carpets and matting, while leaving the area scent free.
No cornstarch or baking soda that
causes fabric damage.

MOLECULE PLUS 40
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
The best smell is no smell. This round
encapsulated stick up uses the Japanese
principle of air basking eliminating malodors, while leaving the area scent free.
Nontoxic.

MOLECULE PLUS 70
AIRBORNE ODOR
COUNTERACTANT
Instantly your facility will smell as clean
as it looks! Simply spray Molecule Plus
70 into the air, ventilation vents, HVAC
filters, and ductwork.

21st Century Technology
Introducing North Woods® Aero Fresh! The finest
metered aerosol odor elimination system available
- bar none! Aero Fresh features special botanically
enhanced odor counteractants designed to completely eradicate malodors, while leaving areas
smelling fresh and clean.The Aero Fresh Dispenser
has convenient settings to dispense every 7.5, 15,
or 30 minutes. Plus, daylight and 24 hour activation
settings, an on/off switch, low battery and refill
light, and even a test button on the side of the unit
to ensure it’s working.With Aero Fresh - you even
have the unique ability to customize the color inFragrances:
sert to match any decor. Isn’t it time to make
Alpine Meadow • Mountain Heather
sure your facility smells as clean as it looks?
Rain
Forest • Country Roads • Sun Burst
It's time for Aero Fresh!

ORGANIX GELS

BEST
SELLER

MOLECULE PLUS 90
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
The best smell is no smell. This rectangular block uses the Japanese principle
of air basking eliminating malodors, while
leaving the area scent free. Nontoxic, and
can be used with or without dispenser.

BEST
SELLER

MOLECULE PLUS 100
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
Extreme strength odor counteractant.
Its nontoxic, 100% active, biodegradable
formulation - instantly destroys even the
worst of malodors! Plus, it contains no
formaldehyde or other olfactory desensitizers. It can be misted directly onto
surface, diluted with water for fogging
large areas, or added directly to wet or
dry odiferous basins. When used as an
additive to waste water – it will not
cause foaming or negatively impact bacteria flora. In quarts and gallons.

MOLECULE PLUS DRY
ODOR COUNTERACTANT
The best smell is no smell. This completely dry spray formula uses the Japanese principle of air basking eliminating
malodors, while leaving the area scent
free.

Organix Fragrances:
Country Roads • Harvest • Ocean
Rain Forest • Sun Gel • Therapeutic

RAIN FOREST
AIR FRESHENER
Rain Forest Environmentally Safe Air
Freshener quickly eliminates smoke and
other odors from the air. Its natural
botanical powers quickly neutralize malodors leaving a fragrant aroma.
REFRESH
Refresh ends problem odors! Uniquely
formulated to spray out as an air soluble
gel, it clings to surfaces to freshen air in
a multitude of applications.Works when
all else fails!
SUNNY AIR
Lemon extracts and powerful odor
counteractants are used in this extremely effective odor eraser. Completely dry so no wet film or residue is
left behind, only clean fresh surroundings.
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ODOR CONTROL AND AIR FRESHENER

Air freshening gels made with
plant, fruit, and vegetable extracts. Release fragrance slowly
over 30 days. No alcohol,
formaldehyde, harsh nasal desensitizers, and are nontoxic.
Your facility will smell as clean as
it looks.

SKIN CARE SYSTEMS

SKIN CARE SYSTEMS
DERMA FOAM
E-2 FOOD HANDLING SOAP
This foaming state of the art E-2 skin cleanser
cleans, refreshes, and kills germs too! Meets all
state and federal requirements for a food processing skin cleansing agent. Finally, an E-2 soap
that is efficacious, yet mild enough for repeated
use!

DERMA FOAM
HAND SANITIZER–PUMP BOTTLE
North Woods® Derma Foam Hand Sanitizer is
nonflammable so it’s extra safe for nursing
homes, schools, restaurants, grocery stores, and
other high traffic public facilities. Its alcohol free
formulation is safe to use – yet ultra effective!
Kills 99.999% of germs and bacteria in 15 seconds. Perfect for any facility concerned about
health & safety!

Custom
Dispensers

These
customized
skin care
dispensers from
North Woods®
are great for
promoting
schools,
hospitals,
nursing homes,
factories,
retail stores
and more!
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Hand Washing
Saves Lives

• Economical-Highly
Concentrated

• Controlled Dispensing
System Keeps Costs Down
• Free Dispensers
• Leak-Free

• Natural Conditioners
DERMA FOAM
PREMIUM ANTIBACTERIAL
This thick, foaming antibacterial skin cleanser
cleans and smells so good – it’s hard to believe
it kills germs too! Fortified with 0.3% Triclosan,
Aloe, glycerin and other moisturizing emollients
for an unsurpassed hand washing experience.
Provides a thorough hand cleansing while using
almost 50% less liquid than traditional lotion
cleansers. Includes free dispenser.
DERMA FOAM ULTRA SHOWER
Ultra Shower’s luxurious formulation deep
cleans, softens, and conditions – leaving skin and
hair feeling clean and refreshed. Contains nonirritating, mild ingredients and emollients, for
continual use. Concentrated formula uses almost 50% less product than traditional lotion
soaps and is more sanitary than conventional bar
soaps. Fantastic fragrance!
Includes free dispenser.

EVER GREEN™ FOAM SOAP
This luxury skin cleanser smells great, rinses
freely, leaves hands feeling revitalized, and is truly
a pleasure to use. All of this, and it’s Green
Seal™ certified (GS-41) too! Available in cartridges and pump bottles.
Includes free dispenser.
BEST
SELLER

RUGGED
CLEANSER

Extra Heavy-Duty Hand Cleaner

SKIN CARE SYSTEMS

• Ultra Rich Formula
• Extra Heavy Duty
• Conditions Skin
• Every Day Gentle
• pH Balanced
• Moisturizing
• Keeps Skin Supple
• Environmentally Safe
• Solvent Free

TOTAL HANDS & BODY

CLEANSER

Refreshing Cleanser
for Hair, Body, and Hands
• Ultra Rich Formula
• Excels on Hands & Hair
• pH Balanced
• Cleans & Conditions
• Moisturizing
• Soap Free
• Keeps Skin Supple
• Environmentally Safe
• Biodegradable

UNK REMOVING

CLEANSER

Special Hand Cleaner for Tough
Soils, Paints, and Adhesives
• Ultra Rich Formula
• Extra Heavy Duty
• pH Balanced
• Cleans & Conditions
• Moisturizing
• Every Day Gentle
• Environmentally Safe

No Walnuts or Allergens, Hypo-Allergenic and Biodegradable
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SKIN CARE SYSTEMS
HANDS UP
A concentrated blend of mild detergents
that removes heavy soil and leaves hands soft and kind. Pleasant smell and can be
used full strength or diluted half with water.
Pearlescent pink color.

D-GERM HAND SANITIZING GEL
Instant waterless hand sanitizing gel fortified
with moisturizing Aloe, Vitamin E, and dimethicone to soften skin while killing 99.99% of
germs and bacteria. This fantastic product is
available in 4 oz., 18 oz. pump bottles, and dispenser cartridges too!

MUSCLE
WATERLESS HAND CLEANER
A patent pending... pure white hand cleaner
that removes ink, grease and petroleum soils
fast. Leaves skin soft and thoroughly clean.
Non-toxic, biodegradable, and antibacterial.

SKIN CARE SYSTEMS

FORCE FIELD
Welcome to 21st Century Skin Care! This
phenomenal product was designed to shield
skin against the damaging effects of a multitude of industrial irritants such as: solvents,
paints, fiberglass resin & fibers, inks, stains,
grease, dirt, oil, epoxies, and many other
harsh chemicals too numerous to mention.

FACTORY STUFF
This industrial strength lotionized hand
cleaner contains 0.5% PCMX, but is a powerful blend formula for the working hands.
Quickly removes heavy soil with a rich
lather. Leaves hands soft and is antibacterial
for the healing process. Lime fragrance.
USDA E-4

GERM STUFF
Stops dermatitis and cross infections immediately.This high energy cleaner is USDA authorized E-2 as a hand sanitizer soap. Ideal
for the food service area like kitchens and
employee hand wash area. Controls pH skin
balance.

PRIME STUFF
Prime Stuff is formulated to remove the
toughest of soils from your hands leaving
your skin totally refreshed. This formulation
has fine mesh pumice, citrus solvent extracts,
and skin soothing emollients. Dispense a small
amount into hands and work into knuckles.
Rinse with water and wipe dry.
POWER STUFF
The POWER HOUSE of the Right Stuff System, this cherry almond scented formula is
loaded with fine Italian pumice and fortified
with deep cleaning power that will tackle
grease and petroleum type soils – right now!
Leaves skin totally free of soils.
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POWER PLAY HAND CLEANER
Industrial strength hand cleaner formulated
with PCMX. This unique formula provides
deep cleansing for working hands.This antibacterial soap contains a degerming agent
which fights bacteria and controls odors.
Leaves clean fresh “after scent”.

FEATURED PRODUCT
BEST
SELLER

“The Team
Of Perfection”
A PROBLEM FREE
DISPENSER...
THE BEST
HAND CLEANER!

One keg of “The Right
Stuff,”goes further
than two or three cans
of paste!
SHOWER STUFF
Shower Stuff is a controlled pH formula for
total washing of hair and body.This pleasant
fragrance system of soil removal leaves all
skin clean and replenished of body emollients. Controlled pH for skin compatibility.

USA STUFF
Its synergistic formula combines the finest
ingredients Mother Nature has to offer,
along with state of the art skin cleansing
components. Organic soy bean extracts,
walnut shell scrubbers, and natural skin conditioning and softening agents – are just
some of the highlights that make this product truly one of a kind.

SWIPES & SWIPES XT

BEST
SELLER

SWIPES
We’ve taken an innovative blend of organic solvents, biodegradable detergents, emollients, and
married them to a special textile.They clean most
inks, paints, tar, adhesives, resins, and other tough
soils from working hands safely and effectively
without water. Swipes stands for SUPER WIPES!

SWIPES XT
Same fantastic cleaning and moisturizing formula
as our regular Swipes - but now infused into an
extra tough purple towel. Swipes XT has a
scrubbing bubbled surface with extra
rigidity for extreme soils.

SUPREME
ANTISEPTIC
This proven antiseptic
lotion skin cleanser gently lathers away soil, bacteria, and keeps cross
contamination in check.
Its emollient fortified,
pH balanced formula
gently cleans, conditions, and degerms like
no other skin cleanser can. It’s so mild and
such a pleasure to use.

SUPREME DERMA
GEL HAND SANITIZER
A self-drying, instant skin sanitizer fortified
with emollients to soften skin while killing
99.99% of germs and bacteria. This time
proven winner is available in 4 oz., and 18
oz. pump bottles too!
SUPREME LOTION
This phenomenal pearlized lotion skin
cleanser gently floats away soil. Its pH balanced, emollient enriched lather refreshes
and rejuvenates dry irritated skin. Supreme
Lotion contains only the finest cosmetic
grade skin conditioners.

SUPREME SKIN CREME
Supreme Skin Creme soothes, conditions,
and moisturizes even the toughest skin
problems and helps prevent dermatitis which is the leading cause of absenteeism
in the work place. It is fortified with Aloe
Vera and twelve other conditioners and its
refreshing fragrance is unsurpassed.
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SKIN CARE SYSTEMS

SOAPY HANDS
Fantastically fragranced hand sanitizing
wipes! Kills germs fast, while leaving skin
soft and fresh smelling. Handy, portable,
and a pleasure to use!

NEW !

RESTROOMS

RESTROOM HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
AIR CARE

As a person enters a restroom, their first impression of
cleanliness is based on smell. North Woods® chemicals kill
odor causing bacteria and leave a lingering fresh smell.
AERO FRESH & CLEAN AIRE DISPENSERS
Automated odor counteractant systems.
SUN FRESH/TB PLUS SPRAY
Hospital Strength Disinfectant / Deodorizer –H1N1 Effective.
• There is no better way to control disease and odor causing germs while leaving
the environment smelling terrific!
• Totally eliminates bacteria in the air and on surfaces that cause disease and malodors.
• Effective against Staph, Salmonella, Pseudomonas, fungi, mold and mildew.
• Pleasant scent – lasts for hours.
• Easy to use, convenient aerosol.

HAND CARE

Because everyone washes their
hands before leaving the restroom, don’t overlook this highly
important procedure for proper
hygiene. Clean, efficient dispensers
are as important as the superior
quality hand soap.

TOILETS AND URINALS

Toilets and urinals represent the origin of disease and odor causing
bacteria. The thought of cleaning this area will be fun and rewarding, using the right product that kills the germs and leaves a pleasant fragrance.
BLUE SPRUCE HOSPITAL TYPE BOWL CLEANER
• Designed for daily cleaning, this 9% HCL formulation
quickly removes light buildups of rust, lime, scale,
stains, hard water deposits and uric acid salts.
• Pleasant to use because of the lower acid level
Cleans, disinfects, deodorizes in one easy step.
• Eliminates odor and disease causing bacteria.
• Pleasant fragrance remains after each use.
• Inhibited to protect all fixtures too!
SHOWER FOAM BOWL,
PORCELAIN, AND TILE CLEANER
• Versatile safe acid product that’s safe to use on all
restroom surfaces.Will not attack chrome,
carpeting, nylon or porcelain.
• Cleans, descales and disinfects in one easy step,
deodorizes too!
• Leaves all surfaces sparkling clean and fresh smelling.

SUN BLOCKS/SUN BOWL ENZYMATIC PRODUCTS
Sun Blocks & Sun Bowl’s natural formula is completely safe,
biodegradable, and refreshing! Their ultra safe, ultra effective
formulation ensure that your urinals & toilets–don’t smell like
urinals! No Para, no harsh chemicals and no carcinogens.

BEST
SELLER
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URINE CATCHERS
The most sanitary urinal device ever to be developed! Urine
Catchers keep urine, and it’s unsightly mess, inside urinals to
be flushed and cleansed away. No more splashing or unsightly
residue to be unknowingly tracked through your building.This
prevents build up and noxious odors from ever occurring!
Urine Catchers, not only have a great fragrance, they're antibacterial too!

FLOORS AND WALLS
These areas are the most visible surfaces in a
restroom. Your total hygiene will be judged
by their appearance. Let North Woods®
chemicals leave a sparkling clean surface with
products your employees will use.

Let Us Train Your Staff On Prop

THE MOST HIGHLY JUDGED AREA OF YOUR FACILITY
DERMA FOAM & SUPREME
SOAP SYSTEMS
Gentle Lather Lotion Hand Cleaner
• Cleanses skin while removing soil
and then rinses completely leaving
hands feeling fresh and clean.
• Exclusive emollient blend of cosmetic grade neutral detergents
leaves skin soft
• Ideal for entire body including hair
• pH balanced formula is perfect for
use at the sink or in the shower

SURFACES AND DRAINS

A difficult area to clean, the restroom never escapes notice. North
Woods® labor saving, E.P.A. approved chemicals easily remove all
soils promptly and kill disease causing virus and bacteria on contact.
ALIVE BACTERIA
Liquid Alive Bacteria for Drain Maintenance and Odor Control.
• Billions of cultured bacteria, enzymes, detergents and deodorants that devour grease, hair, paper and organic waste,
safely using no acids, caustics or solvents.
• Keeps drains and pipes free-flowing when used on a
routine basis.
• Eliminates drain odor problems.
FREE ‘N CLEAR, BRILLIANCE,
EVER GREENTM GLASS CLEANER, SPARKLE
Glass and Window Cleaner
• Leaves all hard surfaces sparkling clean.
• Versatile, quick drying formula cuts through grease,
smoke film and lipstick easily.
• Never streaks or leaves a film.
• Available in liquid or convenient aerosol.

LIQUID ERASER
Graffiti Remover
• This powerful blend of penetrating surfactants and solvent
removes graffiti made with crayons, spray paint, lipstick, felt
tip pens, pencils, etc.
• Works fast and easy while never leaving a residue on
surface.
• Convenient, easy to use, very safe.

SUN DROP/HQD/HEPA KILL
Disinfectant/Cleaner/Deodorant/Fungicide–H1N1 Effective
• Concentrated for use on floors, walls, woodwork, etc.
• Cuts through dirt and grime while disinfecting and
sanitizing
• Very effective against disease and odor causing germs
such as staph, salmonella, pseudomonas.Also knocks out
athlete’s foot fungi
• Citrus fresh, clean smell says “completely clean”

per Bathroom Cleaning Procedures

SUNBATH/MEGA QUAT
Disinfectant/Deodorant/Cleaner
• Lots of perfume in this concentrated formula really
attacks those difficult odor problems.
• One easy procedure cleans and removes odors at their
source… odor causing bacteria.
• Also an effective germicide against disease causing germs.
• Thick formulation allows spraying on vertical surfaces to
disinfect and never leave a dulling film.
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RESTROOMS

DEEP CLEAN
Liquid Creme Cleanser
• Fortified with mild abrasive to penetrate, deep scour,
brighten and polish.
• Protects against odor causing bacteria while removing rust,
soap film, water minerals, stains and grime
• Thick formula – clings to vertical surfaces.
• Safe to use on porcelain, copper, stainless steel, chrome,
plastic, formica, rubber, and fiberglass.

RESTROOM HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
NEW! BOWL BAST
FOAMING AQUA PACKS
Small water soluble packets that give a burst
of cleaning foam to safely clean toilet bowls.
Unique surfactants and cheating agents remove organic and mineral deposits with
acid. Extreme safe and effective.
BRILLIANCE FILM REMOVER
Ready-to-use formulation that removes glass
oxidation, grease, hair spray, nicotine film and
hydroscopic pollutants. Leaves all glass and
mirrored surfaces brilliant.

RESTROOMS

JET NEAT
Jet Neat combines a quick connect spray gun
with a built in venturi cap. Place the concentrate in the reservoir, select the right dilution
tip, and attach to a garden hose. You're now
ready to clean restrooms, showers, vehicles,
decks, siding, outdoor windows, or virtually
any large water safe surface.
OXY POWER CLEAN
& STAIN REMOVER
This oxygenated cleaner excels at deep cleaning and whitening dingy, dirty grout lines. Penetrates deep, allowing bursting bubbles of
oxygen to perform its work of cleaning and
brightening unsightly grout. Concentrated
formula with a great fragrance.
SAN FOAM SPRAY CLEANER
A superb cleaning product that sprays out
as a foam, clings to vertical surfaces. Tough
soils are simply wiped away. Works great in
restrooms and factories alike.

ST
SHOCK & AWE
SELLER
URINAL RENOVATOR
This high powered, high acid cleaner completely dissolves uratic salt, rust, and calcium
on contact. Breaks up deposits that cause
urinal drain lines to run slow. Shock & Awe
restores fiberglass boat hulls to like new
condition too!
BE

SHOWER FOAM
DISINFECTANT & CLEANER
Penetrates & removes stubborn body oils,
filth & hard water deposits on showers, bath
tubs, sinks, fiberglass stalls & drinking fountains. Great for tile and grout too!
BEST
SELLER
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SKIDEW MOLD REMOVER
A truly fantastic product for removing the
black or grey stains of mold & mildew. Simply spray on surface — let dry — and it’s
gone. Truly top shelf performance.

SKY BLUE AUTOMATIC BOWL
Self cleaning toilet cartridge used in the tank
of the toilet. Cleans on a regular basis, softens water, and imparts blue color especially
useful where specimen analysis is done.

SUN SCREEN
High fragrance screen that’s attacks urinal
odors at their source. Appealing to the eye,
and imparts fresh fragrance to the restroom.

SELLER
SUN TABS
ENZYMATIC URINAL BLOCKS
Sun Tabs get rid of nasty odors, while refreshing the entire restroom, plus cleans urinal traps and drain lines! No Para
dichlorobenzene, no harsh chemicals, no
carcinogens. Its natural formula is completely safe and biodegradable.
BEST

ZONE DEFENSE
Zone Defense can play a crucial role in
helping facilities control and eliminate
deadly viruses. It’s an excellent total release
disinfectant, antimicrobial agent and twoway deodorizer.

BLUE SPRUCE

HOSPITAL TYPE
BOWL CLEANER

BEST
SELLER

Designed for daily cleaning, this 9%
HCL formulation quickly removes
light buildups of rust, lime, scale,
stains, hard water deposits and uric
acid salts. Pleasant to use because
of the lower acid level. Cleans, deodorizes in one easy step. Eliminates odor and disease causing
bacteria. Pleasant fragrance remains
after each use. Inhibited to protect
all fixtures too!

LAUNDRY & WARE WASHING

Far too many people don’t understand that fantastic results can be affordable. Great looking laundry
and sparkling wares can be achieved through our phenomenal products, exceptional equipment,
and sound procedures that guarantee the safety of your residents, patrons, and employees. Our
state of the art closed loop systems guarantee your staff never come in contact with chemicals,
while our factory trained service personnel ensure you’re operating at peak efficiency at all times.
All this is backed up by our 24/7 service guarantee, and proven out through monthly written
service inspections. It’s time to let us make a difference in your facility.

• Guaranteed 10% Savings
• Reduced Linen Replacement Costs
• Improved Results You Can See
• Initial & Ongoing Staff Training
• Monthly Service Reports
• Complimentary Monthly Cleaning &
Inspection
• Safe, Sealed System
• 24/7 Service
• High Performance Formulations

LAUNDRY
Anti Chlor (manual or automatic)
Chlor Brite (automatic dispensing)
Citrazyme (manual)
Opti Wash (automatic dispensing)
Oxy Brite (automatic dispensing)
Oxy-Wash (manual or automatic dispensing)
Oxy-Wash Blue (manual or automatic dispensing)
Oxyzyme (manual dispensing)
Plush (automatic dispensing)
Rust Away (automatic dispensing)

“Theirs” And Ours

WARE WASHING
Complete (manual)
Cool San (manual or automatic)
High Temp Rinse (automatic dispensing)
High Temp Terg (automatic dispensing)
Low Temp Rinse (automatic dispensing)
Low Temp Terg (automatic dispensing)
Luma Safe (automatic dispensing)
Power Wash (manual or automatic)
Soak Away (manual)
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LAUNDRY & WARE WASHING

Let Us Do A Survey Of Your Facility,
In Return We’ll Give You:

LUBRICANTS
ANTI-SEIZE
A superior time tested product containing
aluminum and our own lubricant & sealant
to protect and seal all metal surfaces. Stops
corrosion and will withstand extreme heat
to 2,000 degrees F0 Excellent product.
BIG RED TUBE GREASE
Hyper impact, unprecedented bearing lubrication, fantastic moisture resistance, 600 F˚
temperature resistance, and unbelievable
tackifiers makes this severe service grease a
must have. Stops corrosion in its tracks,
while protecting valuable equipment from
operational damage regardless of the severity of conditions. This moly fortified grease
will not wash out, wear out, or splatter out
due to pressure.

LUBRICANTS

DRY LUBE
Clean, dry, and more slippery than graphite
- this chemically inert, non-oily, fast drying
formulation is made with extremely fine
Teflon® fluorotelomer powder. Dry Lube is
odorless, and stainless.
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EDI-LUBE
Is a colorless, odorless, food grade lubricant
designed to meet the specific lubricating
needs of dairy and food processing equipment. Complies with FDA and USDA Regulations.
NEW !
FOOD SAFE
Is a white, odorless, food grade grease designed to meet the specific lubricating needs
of dairy, meat, and food processing equipment. Complies with FDA and USDA Regulations. Also available in tubes.
W!
FOOD SAFE CHAIN GUARD NE
H-1 rated food grade product used to safely
lubricate chains and conveyors in food processing facilities without fear of contaminating food sources. Safe for incidental food
contact.

!
FOOD SAFE TUBE GREASE NEW
Finally a grease that's safe for food contact,
yet performs like its industrial counterparts!
Superior bearing lubrication, fantastic moisture resistance, 550 F˚ temperature resistance, and excellent legging makes this H-1
rated grease a must have for every food
processing operation. Protects valuable
equipment from operational damage regardless of severity of conditions.

NEW! FOOD SAFE PENETRATION OIL
H-1 rated food grade product used to safely
penetrate and lubricate nuts, bolts, and other
mechanical equipment in food processing facilities without fear of contaminating food
sources. Safe for incidental food contact.

BREAK AWAY
LUBRICANT

BEST
SELLER

A non-flammable moisture displacement, lubricant & penetrating fluid
that is far superior to
WD-40 & quickly loosens
rusted bolts & nuts. Has
U.S.D.A. authorization &
is the best on the market!

TEF-LUBE
High density teflon penetrant that frees nuts
and bolts right now. This product acts as
millions of tiny ball bearings to prevent
galling & seizing during dismantling and provides long lasting lubrication.
TUF GEL INVISIBLE
TEFLON LUBE
This gel provides superior lubrication from
-30°F to 500°F. It’s clean, clear liquid penetrates to the lubrication point, then forms
into an antifriction gel even under extreme
conditions.

GREASE MOLY
HIGH-TEMP IN CAN
Deep penetrating red liquid that sets up in
less than 5 minutes to a thick water proof
grease. Lubricates & prevents rust in all
those hard to reach places. Heat stable to
550°F. Also available in tubes.
PENE GREEN
Latest environmentally safe maintenance lubricant breakthrough by North Woods®.
Biodegradable, user friendly, and safe are the
hallmarks of this powerful rust and corrosion protectant. Nonflammable and no chlorinated solvents.
SLICK SILICONE RELEASE
& PROTECTOR
U.S.D.A. authorized and heat stable to 450
degrees. Great protective silicone coating.
Used by many food handlers on equipment,
ovens, cooking vessels, cutting blades, paper
sorters, folders, packaging equipment, etc.
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LUBRICANTS

GEAR LUBE
An open gear lube for chains, open gears,
wire ropes, cables, etc. where a heavy service
range is required. Reduces noise and protects gears from excessive load pressure.
Protects from rust.

SNOW WAX
As the name implies, this product excels as
a coating for snow removal equipment.The
friction reduction, and tenacity of the coating, also makes it a phenomenal choice for
corrugated manufacturers, printers, label
production equipment, adhesive prevention,
and so much more.When you need a coating that dries to an impervious, friction reducing, moisture proof film – Snow Wax is
the product of choice.

FOAMING PRODUCTS
W!
ALUMA SAFE NE
This unique formula is designed for safely
washing tankers, rims, and other aluminum
surfaces. Removes oxidation, road film, and
other tough deposits – yet brightens aluminum to like new condition, while preventing surface degradation.

SALINE AWAY
Dissolved salt, or saline, is one of the most
damaging of agents to both painted and unpainted surfaces. Formed from road salt and
water, it causes unprecedented rust and
corrosion to expensive equipment. Saline
Away neutralizes and quickly rinses away
these damaging chlorides residues without
NEW! the use of acid.
SALT BLITZ
Organic salt fortified product designed to
quickly rinse away damaging road salt deposits. Prevents corrosion and protects expensive equipment from chloride
penetration.

BLUE OX
Fantastic, high foaming product, that excels
when used on siding, decking, roofs, soffits,
fascia, and so much more. Removes bird soil,
bug droppings, dirt, while rinsing clear and
clean. Biodegradable and safe for grass, trees,
and shrubs. Fresh clean fragrance.

!
SHIP SHAPE BOAT WASH NEW
Foaming product that excels for cleaning
scum encrusted boat hulls and sides. Can be
used manually or through foaming equipment to leave your boat in ship shape condition.

FOAMING PRODUCTS

BRUTE FORCE
As the name implies, this formula powers
away grease and tough soil through the
sheer magnitude of ingredients. When run
through our foaming equipment, it is transformed into a thick rich foam that clings to
vertical surfaces allowing superior saponification of heavy soils. Excellent on engines
and heavy construction equipment.

SUPER ALUMA SHINE
This tried and true formulation contains hydrofluoric acid. It cleans and brightens aluminum surfaces.

CLEAN & BRITE
This high tech formulation deep cleans vehicles, tractors, trucks, boats, etc., while imparting a high solid polymer finish. High shine and
prevents recoiling.Awesome with or without
foaming equipment. Highly concentrated.
CRETE WASH
Originally formulated to remove concrete
dust and residue from vehicles, it's fantastic
at removing other tough films as well. Dissolves
taconite
residue, garbage swill,
hard water stains, and
other hard to clean
deposits. Rinses easily, leaving surfaces
sparkling
clean.
Leaves invisible residual behind to assist in
future cleanings.
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Before
and After
No Scrubbing!

MONSTER TRUCK
BEST
SELLER

We know your trucks get dirty and grimy, almost monster like. That’s why we created
Monster Truck high foaming alkaline truck
and engine degreaser. Foam diluted product
onto vehicle through air generated system
for unbelievable economy, brush if necessary,
and rinse off. For a simpler system, run Monster Truck through your favorite pressure
washer. Foam from the bottom up, high pressure rinse from the top down. Monster
Truck leaves your vehicle sparkling clean
and spot free.

Simple Foaming
Application &
Rinse Off

Request A Demonstration At Your Location Today!
See Our Demonstration Videos Online
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FOAMING PRODUCTS

Save Money, Save Time,
Reduce Labor, Use Less
Chemicals, Clean Better,
Use Less Water

CAR & TRUCK WASH
ACIDULATE WALL CLEANER
Acidulate is a highly concentrated, self-foaming, acid-intensified cleaner formulated
specifically for pressure spraying or foam
cleaning of walls and equipment. Acidulate
can be used to remove a wide range of soils
on stainless steel, walls, floors, piping, and
other hard-to-reach areas.

CAR & TRUCK WASH

BUG BUSTER
Bug Buster is a unique surfactant system that
is near neutral in pH and will not affect paint
or chrome. Its high foaming capability will
cling to vertical surfaces, thereby maximizing
contact time and reducing scrubbing and
hand touch-up. Bug Buster’s increased solvency removes the toughest bug residue, as
well as bird residue, tree sap, oil and tar.

CLEAR SHINE
Clear Shine is a uniquely designed formulation to provide clear coat protection and
rinse aid all in one product. Clear Shine
combines ultimate clear coat enhancement,
intense sheeting action, and a fast acting drying agent into one product for automatic
and manual applications.

DAZZLE CAR WASH
A high suds car and bus wash using only 1/2
oz. per gallon of water. Removes soil fast and
rinses completely. A truly inexpensive car
wash.
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Our North Woods® Car & Truck Wash products
are like nothing else on the market. Instead of utilizing age
old wash chemistry handed down for generations, we formulated
these state of the art products to perform with the vehicle finishes
and atmospheric soils encountered today. Using hyper concentrates
to maximize already tight storage space – we combine fantastic
economy with results never seen before. Don’t just take our word
for it though, try them and see for yourself why we’re taking the
vehicle washing industry by storm. Need something special you
don’t see here? Just ask and we’ll manufacturer it just for you!

FIRST STEP
First Step is designed for use as the first
pass in a two-step acid/alkaline touch-less
and hybrid carwash presoak application.This
formulation is specifically designed to aid in
the removal of road film and windshield
mask from automotive finishes, glass and
chrome.

FOAM BATH –
BLUE, RED, YELLOW
Foam Bath is a colored, premium, high foaming detergent. It’s formulated specifically for
friction applications in self-serve washes.
The dense foam has strong detergents, oils,
and soil emulsifiers to break down soils and
prevent re-deposition. Foam Bath has excellent lubrication so that brushes and pads
will not scratch vehicles.

INVISI SHIELD
This is an extreme protective coating that
is applied during the rinse cycle. Invisi Shield
will cure as it dries to form a protective barrier that causes water to bead and fall off
the vehicle. Insects and road films never
chemically bond to the vehicle finish – making removal that much easier.

MONSTER TRUCK
We know your trucks get dirty and grimy,
almost monster like. That’s why we created
Monster Truck high foaming alkaline truck
and engine degreaser. Foam diluted product
onto vehicle through air generated system
for unbelievable economy, brush if necessary,
and rinse off. For a simpler system, run Monster Truck through your favorite pressure
washer. Foam from the bottom up, high
pressure rinse from the top down. Monster
Truck leaves your vehicle sparkling clean and
spot free.

CLEAN & BRITE

BEST
SELLER

MOONSHINE WASH & WAX
A fantastic wash & wax beyond comparison!
One or two ounces per gallon of water,
rinse off & see the water bead like fresh
waxed finish.
ONE TOUCH
Formulated with fast drying polymers, carnauba wax, special cleaners, and deep gloss
producing protectants. Its labor saving formula quickly remove oxidation, atmospheric
deposits, and bugs.
PENETRATE
Penetrate is a biodegradable alkaline formulation for automatic washes with a single
pass presoak. It also works great as the second pass in a two-step acid/alkaline touchless and hybrid carwash presoak application.
Penetrate utilizes new clean surface technology to penetrate road film, bugs, and soils on
automobile and truck finishes, glass and
chrome.

ROUGH RIDER
Rough Rider engine and tire cleaner is a
highly dilutable formula designed to loosen
the toughest residues encountered in vehicle cleaning. Gives outstanding results on
surfaces such as tires, engines, wheels, suspension and rocker panels.This alkaline formulation visually removes caked on road
grit and grime.
SHEEN
Sheen is a uniquely designed formulation
that performs a dual role of clear coat protection and drying agent. Sheen combines
intense sheeting action and a quick working
drying agent into one product for automatic
and manual applications.
TRAIL BLAZER
TRUCK & BUS WASH
Floats away road film from aluminum and
painted surfaces, even brightens aluminum
surfaces without acid. High dilution!
TRAILER BRITE
Aluminum cleaner/brightener makes all
aluminum & magnesium look like new in
seconds. Dilutable up to thirty parts with
water

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:
Acidulate Wall Cleaner
Aqua Kleen
Scale Off
Trapper
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CAR & TRUCK WASH

This high tech formulation
deep cleans vehicles, tractors,
trucks, boats, etc., while imparting a high solid polymer
finish. High shine and prevents recoiling. Awesome
with or without foaming
equipment. Highly concentrated.

RAINBOW SHINE –
BLUE, RED, YELLOW
Rainbow Shine is an extremely dense foaming product that contains premium high
gloss enhancers, plus a unique mixture of silicones and waxes. The combination of premium foam enhancers, brilliant colors, and
fragrance – not only provides excellent protection for the vehicle, it also adds to the
positive overall wash experience.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
ARMOR KOTE
PROTECTIVE COATING
This ultra-durable, rubberized spray coating
provides a layer of protection unheralded in
the maintenance world. Its ability to seal out
moisture, stop and prevent leaks is unparalleled.

ARMOR PLATE PROTECTOR
Revitalize leather, vinyl, rubber, fiberglass and
plastics. Ultra violet repellents protect and
renew surfaces. Non-toxic, non-corrosive.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

BIG RED POLYMER GREASE
Extreme service, highly water resistant red
grease. Withstands temperatures and high
workloads that cause other greases to fail.
True industrial performer.

BOND ADHESIVE SPRAY
A high solids, fast setting, water resistant, colorless adhesive for bonding paper, cardboard,
glass, leather, urethane foam and some plastics. Can be used to create a temporary or
permanent bond. Triple Strength.
COIL CLEAN
This high power coil cleaner does what no
other coil cleaner can. Its rinse free formula
flushes away grease, oxidation, pollutants but
then goes one step further. It cleans, disinfects, and deodorizes!

DE-FOAM ELIMINATOR
Uniquely blended agent designed to immediately knock down foaming in industrial or
cleaning applications. Leaves no film or
residue, and stops any damaging pump cavitation.

DEVOUR 100
BODY FLUID ABSORBENT
Absorbs blood, vomit, urine, feces, chemicals,
and all other liquids. Absorbs 100 times its
weight for safe–easy disposal. Excels for all
hard surface clean up!
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DUMPSTER BREATH
Scientifically designed to counteract and
absorb malodors. Tiny carbonized pellets
act like charcoal filters. Ultra-effective odor
counteractant instantly vaporizes any malodor.

DUMPSTER CLEAN
Super concentrated foam loaded with
biodegradable surfactants and bio-active
cultures. Ideal for cleaning and odor control on docks, dumpsters, trash bins and
chutes.
ENGULF
BODY FLUID ABSORBENT
Engulf is fantastic for clean up of pathogenic
bacteria laden body fluids–especially when
the spill is on carpet or porous surfaces!
Counteracts malodors!

EVER GREEN™ GLASS CLEANER
Extremely concentrated for effective and
ultra-economical use! The perfect product
for glass, mirrors and many hard surfaces.
Best of all, besides being green, it works like
no other glass cleaner can! Specially formulated for fast, nonstreaking cleaning of glass
and other hard surfaces.

FLUSH
This money saving foam removes grease,
lint, dirt, filth, and debris from indoor and
outdoor air conditioner coils and fins, evaporator coils, drip pans, and drain lines. Acid
free Flush provides continuous natural enzymatic cleaning.

LEMON LITE POLISH/CLEANER
A user friendly "lite" product for dusting,
cleaning, and polishing any surface but glass.
Just one wipe – dusts, cleans, and shines.

BEST
SELLER

LIQUID ERASER
Safely removes unwanted inks, spray paints,
and marks commonly caused by 21st century vandals. Fresh lemon fragrance, nontoxic, biodegradable.
NATURAL GRANITE
Natural based product that cleans and
shines stone surfaces! Formulated for use
on polished and sealed granite, marble, limestone, Corian, and travertine. Use daily to
clean, condition, and restore luster!
BEST
SELLER

NEW LEATHER
Gently cleans and removes pore clogging
dirt, body oils, non-leather cleaner residue,
and atmospheric deposits from leathers delicate surface. It allows leather to breathe and
retain its natural flexibility.

NU-COIL II
BIODEGRADABLE COIL
CLEANER
Nu-Coil II Instantly removes oxidation and
corrosion from fins and coils on air conditioners. Its nonacid formula is guaranteed to
save on utility bills!

SPARKLE FOAM

A very economical foam that
cleans glass, mirrors, chrome
& plastic surfaces. Cleans and
protects surface from resoiling and deodorizes the room.
20 oz. can creates four gallons of cleaning foam.

NEW !
PAN GEL - PAN TREATMENT
Self adhering refrigeration and air conditioning drip pan treatment. Attacks, dissolves,
and eliminates slime, gel, and drain clogging
deposits that prevent proper drainage in
condensate pans. Lasts for months and is a
real maintenance saver.
!
RUST GONE NEW
Nonacid product that soaks away damaging
rust and corrosion deposits. Can be used on
any metal surface to magically remove surface rust.

SCALE OFF INDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH LIME REMOVER
Removes scale, lime, and metallic oxides
from equipment. Inhibited for the protection
of metals, even nickel safe. High shine formula contains 42% acid.

SCREEN CLEAN
COMPUTER SCREEN COATING
Cleans any office equipment while preventing finger prints, smudges, grease marks, and
paper residue. Great on all tv, computer,
gambling & video game screens. Puts a safe,
protective coating on the screen surface.

SHOCK & AWE
URINAL RENOVATOR
This high powered, high acid cleaner completely dissolves uratic salt, rust, and calcium
on contact. Breaks up deposits that cause
urinal drain lines to run slow. Shock & Awe
restores fiberglass boat hulls to like new
condition too!
B

SKIDEW MOLD REMOVER
A truly fantastic product for removing the
black or grey stains of mold & mildew. Simply spray on surface — let dry — and it’s
gone. Truly top shelf performance.
EST
SELLER

STRIP-IT DECAL PAINT &
GASKET REMOVER
A fast ready-to-use aerosol product that removes paint, decals, gaskets, glue, plastic, etc.,
from any surface. Must be used carefully, but
will definitely do the job.

TERMINAL BATTERY CLEANER
& PROTECTOR
Cleans and protects batteries, while its
color indicator assists in detecting leaks. It
eliminates corrosion buildup while providing long lasting protection. Excellent for
cleaning and protecting batteries to extend
their useful life.

TUMBLE KLEEN
EW !
RUST INHIBITOR N
Rust removing and inhibiting agent used in
tumble media or as a preventative for metal
storage. Extremely safe.

ULTRAGREEN
FREE ‘N CLEAR GLASS CLEANER
Finally, a glass cleaner that out performs
conventional glass cleaners! Biodegradable,
nontoxic, petroleum free, and an absolute
pleasure to use. No harsh chemicals or solvents are used in its creation – it’s all natural! Best of all–it works fantastic!
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

GLASS CLEANER
& POLISH

BEST
SELLER

SHIELD HIGH GLOSS POLISH
Lemon oil based product that does a fantastic job on all surfaces. Furniture, wood,
stainless steel, enamel, porcelain, ceramic,
etc. Truly versatile.

DRAINS, LIFTS, AND WASTEWATER
DRAIN SOLV DRAIN CLEANER
This foaming acidic drain cleaner powers its
way through mineral and organic sludge that
slows down drain flow. Even when nearly
completely choked off, drains and troughs
return to free flowing status.

AQUA SEAL
Aqua Seal is an environmentally safe,
biodegradable additive for drains and waterless urinals. It is ideal to combat sewer gas,
and putrefactive odors in stagnant drains
and in interior building manholes. Nontoxic.

DRAINS, LIFTS, AND WASTEWATER

BIO BLOCK
The North Woods® 30# Bio Block is designed for heavy duty conditions. It minimizes hydrogen sulfides and sludge build up,
thereby reducing odors, fecal matters, and
grease problems. North Woods® Bio Block
dissolves gradually over 90 days (dependent
upon flow rate) allowing continuous waste
treatment.

EW !
BIO-PACK N
North Woods® BioPack contains a specially
formulated range of adapted high performance microorganisms developed for use in the
biological wastewater treatment of greases,
fats and oils.As well as microorganisms, North
Woods® BioPack contains surface tension
depressants and penetrants which loosen and
liquefy heavy grease deposits, thereby assisting
in their biodegradation.
BIO STATION LIFT DEGREASER
This new age lift station agent break ups
grease and tough scum cake while capping
off odors. It keeps floats and pumps working
at peak performance maximizing lift station
performance.
DRAIN FREE NON-ACID SELLER
DRAIN OPENER
Acid free blend of ingredients make it safer
than sulfuric acids, yet highly effective in
opening clogged drains. Saponifies grease, is
odor free, and will not harm plumbing.
BEST

!
DRAIN FRESH NEW
Drain Fresh is a powerful biological formula
de-signed to maintain clean, free flowing
drains by digesting and eliminating grease
and organic build-up. It eliminates the food
and harboring area for fruit flies and drain
flies.This extra-heavy gel coats drain lines for
long lasting results. Safe for plumbing.
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BEST
SELLER

GREASE BUSTER BROWN CUBE
The North Woods® Grease Buster Brown
Cube is an advanced biological cube designed for lift station and wet well maintenance. It’s specially formulated with
biological stimulants, nutrients, and special
time released components – designed to
eradicate grease build up and organic sludge
from high flow systems.
GREASE BUSTER GREEN CUBE
The North Woods® Grease Buster Green
Cube was designed as a super charged
booster - to be used exclusively in conjunction with Alive Liquid Bacteria. Its highly supportive formulation contains builders,
nutrients, and stimulants designed specifically to support Alive’s digestive action. Together they form a synergistic combination
to keep grease traps sparkling clean and
odor free.
GREASE BUSTER PINK CUBE
The North Woods® Grease Buster Pink
Cube is an advanced biological cube designed for lift station and wet well maintenance. It’s formulated with special grease
digesting bacterial strains, complex nutrients, and colony promoting stimulants designed to eradicate grease and organic
sludge build up from virtually any system.
HIGH HEAT
This aluminum needle fortified alkaline
powder generates heat sufficient enough to
liquify solid waste allowing excellent
drainage. Biomass, grease, and other material is virtually vaporized.

ALIVE

SOY LIFT
FLOATING DEGREASER
This natural lift station degreaser contains
soy extracts & citrus solvents to give it fantastic grease saponification properties. Soy
Lift floats on the surface of the effluent. It
cleans and degreases the side walls of lift
stations as water levels rise and fall. Soy Lift
will not harm the natural bacteria action
within the system, it actually helps increase
digestion. It destroys odors leaving a fresh
fragrance behind. Soy Lift is 100%
biodegradable.

JET WASH SEWER CLEAN
This high powered grease gobbling formula
excels for jetting sewer lines. It solubilizes
grease and organic waste, while synergistically innoculating treated areas with rapidly
reproducing grease consuming bacteria cultures. Tough combination to beat when it
comes to grease and odor control.

It’s a revolutionary, non-toxic,
non-acid, noncaustic, biological
drain treatment. It’s specially formulated with 440 billion bacterial colonies per gallon to work
fast to breakup and digest organic waste. It’s excellent in
drain lines, wet wells, lift stations,
and sumps at digesting a wide
variety of solids–while simultaneously destroying any malodors and existing hydrogen
sulfide. Reduces BOD too.

TRAPPER
CITRUS SOLVENT CONCENTRATE
All natural degreaser, deodorizer extracted
from the peel of oranges!
• Fast emulsification and penetration for
easier soil removal. A true labor saving
product – no more waiting for chemical
activity. This product works on contact.
• Concentrated “Natural Citrus Solvent”
for removing adhesives, tar, decals and
heavy grease. Excellent for problem drains,
deodorizes too!
• Non-corrosive, non-fuming, bio-degradable, contains no harsh caustics or acids.

BEST
SELLER

NATURES WAY II
A truly unique, odor counteracting solvent –
that features controlled evaporation and the
unusual ability to float on top of stagnant
water sealing in any malodors. It excels at
cleaning the side walls and pumps in lift stations, while simultaneously keeping floats
free of grease and solids to ensure peak performance. High flash point, does not weaken
with water, and even has a dielectric
strength.

WHAM DRAIN OPENER
A high power sulphuric acid drain opener,
five times the weight of water, that immediately opens any clogged drain in minutes.
Has special inhibitors to minimize odors &
protect plumbing.

BEST
SELLER

POWER CRYSTALS
Synergistic blend of citrus peel extracts, and
other ingredients designed to totally dissolve
drain clogs. Citrus fragrance refreshes drains
and surrounding areas.
SILT AND SAND FLUSH
This flocculent separates soil from liquid to
maximize drain performance, while allowing
for easy maintenance clean out. Performs
magically to drop silt and sand out of solution.

NEW SHOCK & AWE
Urinal Line Renovator!
ALIVE

LIQUID
BACTERIA
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DRAINS, LIFTS, AND WASTEWATER

LIQUID BACTERIA

FARMS
BEST
SELLER

CLEAN & BRITE
This high tech formulation deep cleans vehicles, tractors, trucks, boats, etc., while imparting a high solid polymer finish. High shine and
prevents recoiling.Awesome with or without
foaming equipment. Highly concentrated.

ALIVE
With over 440 billion bacterial colonies per
gallon, Alive Liquid Bacteria consumes and
digests organic waste, fecal matter, undigested feed, and other barnyard waste. Easy
to use liquid can be poured manually into
waste stream or injected mechanically.Transforms waste into carbon dioxide and water,
while helping to eliminate lagoon and drain
odors.

FARMS

BARNYARD BIOGICAL
Is a biological treatment that utilizes powerful, specifically isolated, digestive bacteria and
special synergistic nutrients to rapidly transform lagoons. It contains facultative bacteria
that rapidly consume solids, odors, and ammonia. Effective growth in broad pH and
temperature ranges. Simple to use and all
natural. Reduces pumping, improves fertilizer
value, reduces crust, improves stratifications – reducing costs and lagoon issues immensely.

NEW !

COOL SAN
This E.P.A. Registered, chlorine based, disinfectant/sanitizer excels in food processing and food service applications. Due to
its non-foaming characteristics, it’s ideal for
use in manual or mechanical processes.
Fantastic efficacy.

NEW !
BEST
SELLER

BIOMONE
Ammonia, whether in bedding or in lagoons,
can be extremely toxic to animals and humans. Biomone consumes ammonia and its
dangerous effects rendering it harmless.The
remaining components after digestion, are
carbon dioxide and water. Super effective in
multiple applications in barns, animal bedding, and in waste lagoons. Nontoxic.

LIQUID CHISEL
Finally a cleaner that can be effortlessly
foamed onto stainless equipment, piping, and
other areas to immediately dissolve milk
stone, lime, scale, and organic material buildup.
Surfaces shine like never before without endless scrubbing and back breaking labor. Free
rinsing, no harsh odors, and extremely concentrated for great savings, Liquid Chisel is the
product of choice that makes the difference
for your high visibility areas. Blue ribbon performance at a value you can afford.

BEST
SELLER
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COW TOWELS
Completely sanitary and economical, our
cow towels are the ultimate tool for dry teat
cleaning. Their unique make up makes them
soft, absorbent, and nonirritating to both
teats and hands alike. No abrasive fibers are
used, and contain no thermal bonding plastics
that bind augers and obstruct drains. 100%
consistent towels in terms of size, packaging,
and construction. Save money by ending
laundering labor costs, washing machine replacement, eliminating detergents, costly microfiber cloth shrinkage and replacement and mostly importantly, cloth cross contamination infection.

MONSTER TRUCK
We know your trucks get dirty and grimy, almost monster like. That’s why we created
Monster Truck high foaming alkaline truck
and engine degreaser. Foam diluted product
onto vehicle through air generated system
for unbelievable economy, brush if necessary,
and rinse off. For a simpler system, run Monster Truck through your favorite pressure
washer. Foam from the bottom up, high pressure rinse from the top down. Monster Truck
leaves your vehicle sparkling clean and spot
free.

BEST
SELLER

SANITIZES
WATER LINES
TOO!

OZONE SANITIZING

Competition and sanitation level requirements have
never been greater.That's where technology can help you
leap frog your competitor while bringing sanitary conditions to never seen before levels on farms. Generate unlimited amounts of, USDA organic certified, sanitizer right
on your premises. Sanitizes harmful germs and bacteria
in 7-10 seconds on pre-cleaned surfaces using just cold
water and standard 110 volt electricity. Use 75% less
chemical than you are now, virtually eliminate costly
scrubbing labor, while improving lagoon function. Eliminates harmful chlorine, quats, and dangerous chemicals
from your farm while greatly reducing costs. Great
for rinsing sand beds, eliminating mold and
mildew, and can be drunken by humans and
animals with untold health benefits.

BEST
SELLER

USA CHOICE
Clean sanitary parlors have never been
more important than they are today. USA
Choice, applied through our labor saving
foaming equipment, clings to vertical surfaces to give it superior dwell time to greatly
reduce scrubbing. Removes organic matter
with ease, leaving surfaces sparkling clean.
No harsh fumes, chlorides, or strong fragrance - USA Choice is USDA A-1 rated, and
highly economical. Your parlor will never
take second place again.

VET WIPES
Never again will you have wet hands covered in nonabsorbent brown paper towel
shards again, nor unused wasteful handfuls
of towels being indiscriminately thrown
away.These economical, highly absorbent, 4
ply scrim reinforced towels center pull out
of a beautiful functioning waterproof dispenser. Completely perforated for quick
simple dispensing, one towel does the hand
drying or surface wiping of 4-5 brown paper
towels without falling apart causing undue
aggravation. The perfect companion of efficiency for hand drying or surface wiping in
your facility – just when you need it most.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:

Citra Suds, Oxy Wash and
Oxy Wash Blue Laundry Detergent
Liners, Disposable Gloves, Wipes
Microfiber Cloths
Molecule Plus 100
Odor Counteractant Concentrate
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FARMS

SAN-I-CIDE –
60 SECOND SANITIZER
An E.P.A. registered sanitizer for glassware
or hand dishwashing. Excellent for kitchens
and kitchen utensils. Very effective in meat
rooms, nursing homes, etc., for killing bacteria. High dilution rate.
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INSECT AND WEED CONTROL
ELLER
DIRECT HIT
Wasp & Hornet Insecticide
(Aerosol)
• Eliminates wasps, hornets and yellow jackets for good.
• Super long range “blaster valve” works
from 15-20 feet, keeping you away from
the target insect.
• Fast “chilling action” knocks them down
quickly so the highly effective natural
pyrethrin and carbamate ingredients can
provide quick kill.
• Non-flammable, non-conductive, safe
around electrical equipment.
• EPA registered.
• No 1, 1, 1, Trichloroethane.
S

NEW !

NATURAL INSECTICIDE
• Food Grade Ingredients
• Kills Bugs on Contact
• Safe to Humans & Animals
• Bio-based
• Made From All Renewable Resources
• VOC – free
• Asthmagen-free per AOEC Definition
• Non-Staining
• Non-Flammable Formula

INSECT AND WEED CONTROL

BIG BLAST AEROSOL
Contact/Residual Insecticide
• KILLS BED BUGS!
• Dual synergized strength
• Excellent contact kill for flying
• Residual kill for crawling
• Cherry fragrance
• E.P.A. registered
• U.S.D.A. authorized F-2 rating
• Kills fleas & ticks on dogs!

BLITZ
Oil-Based Residual Insecticide
Spray
• Quick acting surface spray containing
powerful residual, natural Pyrethrins and
synergist.
• For indoor & outdoor use in institutions,
restaurants and food processing plants
(crack and crevice treatment only).
• A long lasting, broad spectrum formulation.
• EPA registered.
• USDA authorized F-2 (for use in nonprocessing and inedible areas only).
CONTROL
Residual Insecticide Spray
(Aerosol)
• Contains rapid acting and super long lasting residual, natural pyrethrins and synergist to provide flushing action and
knockdown.
• May be used for crack and crevice
treatment in food handling facilities.
• Use indoors or outdoors.
• Special valve permits a stream to be discharged from the can.
• EPA registered.
• USDA authorized F-2 (for use in nonprocessing and inedible areas only).
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BEST

DOOM VEGETATION KILLER
FOR EDGING
A ready-to-use product to completely kill
unwanted vegetation from sidewalks, driveways, fence rows, rail spur sidings, etc. Nonselective & kills all grasses & weeds.
DRY BLAST AEROSOL
Dry fog ULV Pyrethrin Insecticide
• Non-toxic
• Immediate Knock down
• Safe in food areas
• U.S.D.A. authorized F-1
• E.P.A. registered
• Cherry fragrance
• Patented valve system goes three times
further

BUG OFF
INSECT REPELLANT
BEST
SELLER

A commercial grade
product far superior to
any domestic bug repellent. Contains Deet for
heavy duty use against
ticks, flies, mosquitoes,
chiggers and other small
insects. Smells nice.

INSECTICIDE 300
Oil-Based
General Purpose Insecticide
• A ready-to-use synthetic pyrethroid for
controlling a multitude of flying and crawling insects.
• May be space, surface sprayed or fogged
through any spraying, misting or fogging
equipment.
• Use in institutions, restaurants, food processing plants, dairies, around livestock, indoors and outdoors.
• EPA registered.
• USDA authorized F-1 (pesticide for use
in all areas).

SWEET DREAMS
BED BUG ERADICATOR
Finally an economical, safe, treatment that
eradicates bed bugs. Sweet Dreams kills bed
bugs on contact, plus leaves a 30 day residual
behind to ensure they don’t return. Nontoxic, biodegradable, all natural, and environmentally safe.Will not stain, discolor, or leave
unsightly residue– plus it’s pet safe too!
Available in quarts and TSA approved 3 oz.
bottles for travel.

Good Sanitation Includes Insect And Weed Control

Knock Out Non-Selective
Weed Control Abromacil
concentration for control
of annual and perennial
weeds and grasses. The
most widely used all vegetation killer on the market. The residual effect
usually lasts one year.

BEST
SELLER

TITANIC CONTACT &
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL
Specially formulated contact vegetation
killer for non-crop land. Inactivated upon
soil contact, kills only vegetation sprayed on.
Won’t bleed or drift down slopes. Excellent
around buildings, walks and golf course sand
traps. Perfect for lagoons, ditches and ponds.

!
BROADLEAF PLUS NEW
Broadleaf control has never been easier,
simpler, nor more economical. Rids lawns of
noxious weeds at an unbelievably low cost,
yet doesn't provide fertilization increasing
grass cutting and maintenance.
W!
WEED EZ NE
Granular, long lasting, non-selective herbicide that eliminates any plant growth wherever it's applied. Excellent along fence lines,
baseball infields, and other areas where
plant regrowth causes issues and increases
maintenance cost.

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY:

Free 'N Clear Dish to add to Titanic
Nitrile Gloves
Snow Wax to protect equipment
Trapper to add to Knock Out
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INSECT AND WEED CONTROL

PERFECT POND
ALGAE & ODOR ELIMINATOR
All natural, easy to use toss-in pouches with
coloring to enhance the appearance of
ponds, lakes, and fountains. It lowers the
pH and is safe for humans, fowl, pets, and
fish. Also reduces sludge and inhibits photosynthesis to discourage plant growth. Reduces odors and ammonia. Will not stain
humans, fowl, pets or fish.

KNOCK OUT

SNOW & ICE
DE-ICE
An aerosol formulation that is a fast, simple,
and safe way to remove unwanted ice and
frost. It will thaw ice from windows, windshields, headlights, icy steps, equipment, and
other surfaces.

SNOW WAX
Aerosol Product deposits molecularly to
the surface being treated allowing snow to
be removed with less fuel and less wear on
equipment. This formula protects all metal
surfaces from rust and corrosion. It excels
on lawn equipment too!

GREEN THAW
This natural snow and ice remover features
a synergistic formula along with a unique
traction increasing crystal size intended to
tame any wintery deposits. Chloro-Max™
impregnated for pattern visualization and
unparalleled melting performance.

STORM SHIELD LIQUID DE-ICER
This liquid ice and snow preventer is ideal
for high traffic or delicate areas. Applied
prior to a storm, it will melt the first couple
inches, while making ensuing accumulations
easier to remove. Safe and nontracking.

SNOW AND ICE

ICE FLOE PLUS

ICE & SNOW REMOVER

BEST
SELLER

• SAFE: Will not harm grass, shrubs,
carpets or pet’s paws! It’s safe on
concrete–when used as directed!
• CLEAN: leaves no messy residue
on sidewalks or floors!
• FAST: MELTS ICE FAST, even below
zero! This deep penetrating
formulation is powerful... yet safe!
• NONCORROSIVE:To metals and skin!
• PATENTED: 100% Solubility, no slushy
mess to re-freeze!
• CONCENTRATED: 100% Active
Formulation!
ORGANIC • NON-TOXIC
USDA AUTHORIZED
100% Guaranteed The Best!
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SAFE FOR
PETS TOO!

ASPHALT & CONCRETE

ASPHALT PATCH
This heavy duty professional grade product
fills craters, cracks, potholes and fault lines
in pavement.Withstands traffic and weather
like no compound can!
BIO SOLV
Non-chlorinated, water soluble, solvent that
quickly and easily removes asphalt, tar, paraffin, and other hard to remove films. Safe on
paint, plastic, and user. Biodegradable.

Vegetable oil base asphalt release agent. Concentrated,
biodegradable product that
prevents asphalt and tar from
adhering to equipment and
truck beds. Durable film lasts
for multiple truckloads, saving
time and money. Even makes
clean up easier. Biodegradable BEST
SELLER
and environmentally safe.

MONSTER TRUCK
We know your trucks get dirty and grimy, almost monster like. That’s why we created
Monster Truck high foaming alkaline truck and
engine degreaser. Foam diluted product onto
vehicle through air generated system for unbelievable economy, brush if necessary, and
rinse off. For a simpler system, run Monster
Truck through your favorite pressure washer.
Foam from the bottom up, high pressure rinse
from the top down. Monster Truck leaves your
vehicle sparkling clean and spot free.

BEST
SELLER

CRETE WASH
Environmentally friendly concrete remover
used on vehicles, equipment, and machinery.
Excellent through foaming equipment, but
can be used without. Removes tough
garbage truck swill, concrete film, and even
taconite deposits. Leaves a wax behind for
protection.
ENVIRO KOTE
This anti stick concrete coating is ideal when
used before concrete is introduced onto
equipment or vehicles. Prevents sticking and
makes clean up much easier.
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ASPHALT AND CONCRETE

CONCRETE BUSTER
High powered concrete remover for equipment and forms. Best applied with a coarse
stream, Concrete Buster removes the
toughest of concrete and mortar deposits.

BIO SLIDE

PAPER PRODUCTS

PAPER PRODUCTS

Nothing foreign about these products. 100%
American made dispensers and paper, crafted
with good old fashion American ingenuity. Let
us install success throughout your facility, to
create the best possible experience for
everyone that comes through your doors.
Quality, consistency, and made in the USA has
never been more important than it is today.
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WIPERS

These wipes are of the finest quality of any substrate made in the world... but best of all... they're
100% made right here In The USA, by American
workers! They will outperform any foreign material, are biodegradable, super high quality, and ultra
effective. Pair them with a fantastic North Woods®
cleaner, and you have a combination that just can't
be beat!

SCRIM WIPES

BEST
SELLER

Snappy Wipes:
500 count per box, sheet size 12” x 13” White.
Center Pull Dispenser Vet Wipes:
2 - 650 sheet rolls per case. 8.86”x 11.23” sheet size.
Handy Cube:
Self dispensing 500 sheet box, 9.84” x 11.22” sheet size.

QUICK WIPES
Lint free wipers that are great for labs, cleaning eye glasses, safety glasses, smart screens,
lab equipment, monitors, gauges, micro
scopes, etc. One-at-a-time-dispensing, absorbs water 24% faster, anti static.
4.5”x 8.5” White, 280 sheets per box, 60
boxes per case.

SAPPHIRE WIPES
Made with 40% post-consumer fibers, soft
& absorbent material has a cloth like feel.
High performance wiper, packaged in a pop
up box. Excellent for solvent, cleaners, and
wipe downs.
8.5”x 16.5”, 100 wipers per box, 6 boxes
per case.
VET WIPES
Never again will you have wet hands covered in nonabsorbent brown paper towel
shards again, nor unused wasteful handfuls
of towels being indiscriminately thrown
away.These economical, highly absorbent, 4
ply scrim reinforced towels center pull out
of a beautiful functioning waterproof dispenser. Completely perforated for quick
simple dispensing, one towel does the hand
drying or surface wiping of 4-5 brown paper
towels without falling apart causing undue
aggravation. The perfect companion of efficiency for hand drying or surface wiping in
your facility - just when you need it most.

AEROSPACE CERTIFIED WIPES
Soft and porous product meets rigid aerospace tolerances, but excels in many other
critical applications. Fantastic on planes, paint
shops, windows, and high tech electronic
applications. Exceptionally clean substrate
with no added chemicals or binders. Lint fee
and a strong high performance wiper.
9”x 16.5” Pop-Up Box, 100 per box, 6 boxes
per case.
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WIPERS

4-ply tissue, with scrim reenforcement. Super absorbent and strong. Great
for glass, mirrors, general
cleaning, good with water,
cleaners, oils, solvents, disinfectants, and hand cleansing agents. Packaged in
many convenient put ups.

NW60 POLYTECH WIPES
This strong, absorbent, low lint material
comes in three assorted colors. Blue, Red,
and White for high visibility in different applications. Soft durable fabric excels in food
processing applications. Great with solvents,
heavy soil, auto shops, and for super hard
cleaning applications.This fabric can be used
in food plants, automotive, home, industrial
& institutional facilities.
11.81”x 13.01 Jumbo Rolls 1,100 sheets per
roll.
9.75”x 16.5”, 100 sheets per box, 6 boxes
per case.

SORBENTS
PREMIUM UNIVERSAL
BONDED MELTBLOWN PADS & ROLLS
Our premium bonded sorbents are constructed with 2 plies of
polypropylene—spunbond/meltblown.These pads and rolls absorb
oil, water and water-based chemicals - plus have an extra layer of
spunbond polypropylene that is bonded to the top to make the
pads and rolls low-linting on one side and highly absorbent on the
opposite side.The bonding process increases the strength and durability of the pads and rolls so they can be perforated like a paper
towel. Perforations will help reduce waste and allow you to use the
exact amount needed for the job.These pads and rolls are the best
of both worlds—the lint-free top sheet side can be used to clean
and wipe tanks, tools, walls, etc. without leaving lint, but you also
can use the meltblown side for quick absorption of fluids. We recommend these pads as the “best bang for your buck.”

SORBENTS

PREMIUM OIL ONLY BONDED
MELTBLOWN PADS & ROLLS
Our premium bonded sorbents are constructed
with 2 plies of polypropylene—spunbond/meltblown. These pads and rolls are oil-only so they
are used to absorb oil, gasoline and other hydrocarbon-based liquids.These pads will not absorb
water so they can be used to remove oil off
water. Our bonded pads and rolls have an extra
layer of spunbond polypropylene that is bonded
to the top to make the pads and rolls low-linting
on one side and highly absorbent on the opposite side. The bonding process increases the
strength and durability of the pads and rolls so
they can be perforated like a paper towel. Perforations will help reduce waste and allow you to
use the exact amount needed for the job.These
pads and rolls are the best of both worlds—the
lint-free top sheet side can be used to clean and
wipe tanks, tools, walls, etc. without leaving lint,
but you also can use the meltblown side for
quick absorption of fluids - giving you the best of
all worlds!

PREMIUM ABSORBENT PILLOWS
These premium absorbent pillows excel when
used to absorb large amounts of fluids where a
pad just isn’t enough for the volume.They're also
great when you have tight, hard-to-reach areas.
Our oil only pillows can be used on both land
and water. Great in coolant tanks, sump wells,
and other areas where oil only absorption is
needed. Our universal pillows work great to absorb oil, water and water-based chemicals.
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PREMIUM OIL ONLY SOCKS
These premium, highly absorbent, and dust free
socks - help keep a clean and safe working environment. Use these socks outdoors, even in
water, if needed. Clean, neat, and easy to use.

PREMIUM
UNIVERSAL SOCKS
These premium, highly absorbent, and dust free
socks are our most versatile. They're specially
treated to absorb oils, coolants, solvents and
water-based fluids.These socks also can be used
for some chemicals.

PREMIUM CAMO PADS & ROLLS
Our hunters absolutely love these unique absorbents. Besides being cool, they actually do
have a unique purpose.The camo pattern makes
leaks and drips much less detectable, just like
when you're in the woods. Lasts longer than the
standard gray and white meltblown rolls.This allows you to leave it on the ground for longer
lengths of time, which will cut back on your
spend. A spunbond top sheet provides extra
strength and durability.The bottom layer of fine
fiber meltblown grips the floor and provides a
safe, secure walkway. Multiple perforations allow
you to tear off and use only what you need.

PREMIUM DRUM TOP PADS
Designed especially for use on top of 55 gallon
drums, these unique pads keep your drum containment area neat and clean. Precisely cut to fit
55-gallon drum tops to help prevent slips, trips,
and falls due to dripping pumps and any over filling. Available in both oil-only and universal.

PREMIUM 55 GALLON SPILL KITS
They call them spills for reason, and you can
never be prepared enough! That's the reason
these kits come with everything needed to handle any accident.Available as universal or oil only.
Kit Contents 1 55-gallon Drum, 50 Pads (15" x
19"), 12 Socks (3" x 4'), 8 Pillows (18" x 18"), 1
Pair Goggles, 5 Disposal Bags w/Ties, 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves, 1 Emergency Response Guidebook

PREMIUM SEALED SPILL RESPONSE KITS
When there's a spill, you need to know there's nothing hampering
you from handling it. No guess work, no hunting for materials that
should have been present. Heat-sealed kits allow you to determine
if the kit has been used or not. Economical and space-saving. This
kit is packed in a puncture-proof, water- and UV-resistant sealed
bag and is intended for single use. Available in universal or oil only.
Packed 5 kits/case.

SAVE WATER, REDUCE CHEMICALS, AND HAVE A CLEANER FACILITY
Let Us Show Your Staff How!

ECO FRIENDLY CLEANING SYSTEM
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MICROFIBER CLEANING SYSTEMS

• Reduce cross contamination
• 1.5 gallon of water cleans 10,000 sq. ft.
• 1-2 ounce chemical cleans 10,000 sq. ft.
• No dirty water to dispose
• No re-filling mop buckets
• Launder mops 500 times
• Reduce employee injury
• Reduce absenteeism
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We believe that our commitment
to you continues on long after the
initial purchase. Training, problem
solving and manuals are just a few
examples of our enduring efforts to
save you time and money.

Plus...
We Get It To You Fast!

Fast, accurate, and complete – that’s how you’ll
receive your order. Help? 29 field representatives, and growing, deliver hands-on help and
skilled problem solving 24/7 directly to your
facility. Budget? We’ll deliver cost savings.

800-242-7694
920-457-4481
Fax: 920-457-4943
www.northwoodstm.com
Call For A Free No-Obligation Demonstration Today!

